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V o l  8 0 ,  N o .  2
n t c l a r í o n
t h e  s t u d e n t  v o i c e  o f  m o n t c l a i r  s t a t e  u n i v e r s i t y  s i n c e  L Q 2 .&
S e p t e m b e r  1 4 ,  ¿ Ó O O
Visitor Assaulted In Lot 26; No Suspects In Custody
M a le  victim  
d e p a rte d  on foot 
from  Lot 28. 
tow ards B lanton  
H a ll a re a !
Victim assau lted  
while w alking  
n e a r Lot 26.
ENTRANCE
G raphics by Jenn W inski
S u s p e c t D e s c r i p t i o n s
gygpqct #ls Suspect #2;-White Male -White Male |-6'1" - 6'0 "-20-21 years of age -20-21 years of age-Black hair combed slick back -Light brown hair-Thick eyebrows -No facial hair-No facial hair -Thin build-Stocky build -Wearing a bright-colored t-shirt-Dark complexion
-Wearing white t-shirt with lettering
across the chest V .  .
-Light-colored blue denim shorts
By Jill Nuber
StaffW riter
Yesterday at the SGA meet­
ing, a vote was taken about one 
of the most controversial issues 
this year: to. see who was for or 
against the arming of the campus 
police.
Two d iffe re n t votes w ere  
taken among all the people who 
attended the meeting, including
o n  t h e  i n s i d e
p o lic e  re p o r t P-2
c a m p u s  c a le n d a r p.9
m a in  e d ito r ia l p. 18
h o ro s c o p e s p. 23
news P-3
I Breaking down the structure of
student fees
feature P-8
Celebrating Hispanic Heritage
Month at MSU
arts p. 12
I Unusual Suspects: McQuarrie’s I
The Way o f the Gun
opinion p. 19
FUSCO: On the proposal to arm 
University Police
all SG A members, as well as 
non- members. The first vote was 
for endorsing President Cole's 
proposal about the gun policy, 
which specified when and where 
MSU officers would be allowed 
to  ca rry  guns. A cco rd ing  to 
Cole's report, these would be 
emergency circumstances that 
involve a significant or potential 
threat to the life and safety of 
members of the community.
A total of 16 students, five of 
whom were legislators, were in 
favor of Cole’s proposal. One 
student was opposed and two 
abstained (one of which was a 
legislator).
The second vote was taken 
to see who was in favor of full­
time arming, part-tim e arming, 
not arming at all or abstaining. 
Overall, 15 students were in favor 
of full-time arming, six. of whom 
w ere legislators. O ne student 
was in favor of part-time arming, 
another was opposed, and two 
abstained from voting.
SGA President M ike Kazimir 
said. 'In order for the police to 
do their job, they require the 
necessary equipment
Last year, four legislators were 
in favor of full-time arming, five 
were in favor of part-time arming 
and one was opposed to any 
arming.
"I am in support of arming 
the police fully and so is a vast 
majority of the SGA," Kazimir 
said.
On the other hand, Wilel Fan 
Fan, the D irecto r o f W e lfa re  
and Internal Affairs, who was 
not present during the vote, is 
opposed to the arming of the 
police.
"I feel that the police don’t 
need the guns because there 
were not enough incidences since 
1996 to justify having guns," Fan 
Fan said.
O ther members of the SGA 
agree w ith Kazimir and think 
the campus po lice  should be 
armed.
"Institutions of this size have 
much stricter gun policies. We 
need to get up to standards on 
gun policies. It’s not to protect 
students from students: it's to 
protect students from the outside. 
I have full con fidence  in our 
officers," SGA Vice President Bill 
Guardino said.
There is a Board of Trustees 
meeting today to discuss the issue 
of arming campus police.
N ed Gross, the Board of 
Trustees Student Representative, 
wants people from each student, 
organization to e-maii him with 
their opinion about the arming 
of the campus police by 2 p.m. 
Gross wants the students of the 
campus to get to know the cops 
so they can feel safe around 
them.
"I don't care what happens 
[abou t C o le 's  p roposa l], the 
benefit in the long run is the safety 
of the community," Gross said.
By James Davison
Production Editor
Two white males, both approx­
imately 20. years-old, assaulted a 
visitor to campus at approximately 
1 a.m. yesterday morning.
As they a p p ro a ch e d  the 
victim and demanded his money, 
the victim punched one of the 
suspects and then fled toward 
Lot 24.
The suspects left the scene, in 
an unknown direction.
No weapons were used in 
the incident according to reports 
filed by University Police. •
U n iversity Police 
have nobody in
custody but 66 W E  ARE AGGRES-
they have 
r e l e a s e d
descriptions CASE AND PUT OUT NOTICE SO with Hilt 
of the two "Theydef-
suspects THAT THE COMMUNITY COULD jnitely need
T h ® y BE AWARE OF THIS INCIDENT. befter ,s®c.u' 
have been rity, said Kole.
reported as 99 "[The guard]
being two, white just sits there ...
males, both approx- ~t-t. P czu l C e l l  They need police
imately six feet tall The patrolling more.
SIVELY INVESTIGATING THE
The University Police have 
issued a statement on the assault, 
saying that, "students are encour­
aged to use the 24-hour campus 
shuttle bus service or the University 
Police escort service."
Some residents have expressed 
concern over what the assault 
means to the state of campus 
safety at MSU.
"It makes me feel uncomfort­
able because there s times when 
I have to wait at the bus stop 
[at Lot 28] for forty-five minutes 
Jessica Hilt, a Sophomore and 
Webster Hall resident, said.
The guard at the [Lot 28] bus 
stop is just watching TV. How 
is he going to know if I m being 
attacked [while] getting 
to my car?
Ben Kole a 
Stone Hall res­
ident, agreed
Students Vote On Arming Cops
O pen Vote on Proposal H e ld  a t Yesterday's SGA M e e tin g
suspects were wearing t-shirts 
at the time of the crime.
One of the suspects is 
described as being 6 1," with 
black hair that was slicked back, 
thick eyebrows, a dark complex­
ion, and a stocky build.
The other suspect is described 
as being 60 ," with light brown 
hair, no facial hair, and a thin 
build.
If any student or member 
o f the campus community has 
information about the suspects or 
the crime, they are encouraged 
to contact police officials.
University Police are "aggres­
sively investigating the case, and 
[we] did put out notice so that 
the community could be [made] 
aware of this incident," said Lt. 
Paul Cell.
The assault falls on exactly 
one year to the day after an 
attempted kidnapping took place 
on the land bridge connecting 
Clove Road and Carlisle Road.
Students can get more infor­
mation about the campus escort 
service by calling x5222.
A cco rd ing  to a University 
Police officer, it is campus policy 
that only one student can be 
served per escort.
During peak hours, the shuttle 
bus operates on approximately 
seven-minute intervals, running 
from Lot 28 to several residence 
halls.
Copies of shuttle bus schedules 
can be found at University Police 
headquarters.
Recent findings by The M ont- 
clarion have found that the buses 
have been operating close to 
schedule.
Despite the soon-to-be- 
addressed Board of Trustees 
proposal, University Police repre­
sentatives have stated that the 
incident has no direct impact on 
their feelings on the arming of 
campus police.
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9 / 6 / 0 0 -  Theft 
A male entered the 
Student Center 
bookstore, placing his 
book bag outside. Upon 
his return, it was 
missing.
9 / 7 / 0 0  - Mischief 
A male returned to his 
parked car in Lot 28 
and discovered the rear 
window shield wiper 
bent.
9 / 7 / 0 0  - Dispute 
Two females argue and 
get into a physical 
altercation after one 
female encounters her 
boyfriend in a Bohn 
Hall room with the 
other female. The male 
separated the females.
9 / 7 / 0 0  - Medical 
Officers respond to a 
report of a female Stone 
Hall resident passed 
out in a first-floor 
bathroom. Upon arrival 
the victim admitted 
drinking at an off- 
campus party and
displayed signs of 
consuming an alcoholic 
beverage. The Little 
Falls ambulance unit 
responded and examined 
the victim and her 
roommate who also was 
reported to have been 
drinking. Medical 
transportation was 
refused.
9 / 8 / 0 0  - Drinking 
Officers responded to a
second floor room in-----
Blanton Hall on a report 
from a resident manager 
of under-age drinking. 
Upon arrival five females 
and one male admitted 
to drinking and exhibited 
signs of alcoholic 
beverage consumption. 
Criminal complaints are 
pending.
9 / 1 2 / 0 0  - Mischief 
A mail-room supervisor 
reports that he 
discovered the driver- 
side window of a mail- 
room vehicle parked in 
Lot 10 smashed.
Soccer parents are  try ing  to change the face  o f good  
sportsmanship among parents. The group SAGE (Set a G o o d  
Example), has started to curb fighting among youth-sports parents. 
Last Sunday at a tournament in South Brunswick several parents 
o f a 10 -yea r-o ld  girls soccer team w ent out o f contro l and  ended 
up fighting. The b ra w l started over a call made by one o f the 
soccer referees.
N ew  Jersey residents a re  urged to change to E-Z Pass when 
using the N e w  Jersey Turnpike. As o f Sept. 30, 2 0 0 0  the NJ 
Turnpike w ill be  opening E-Z Pass lanes. Drivers w ho d o  not have 
E-Z Pass w ill incur a 2 0  percent toll increase. Drivers using the 
E-Z Pass system during w eekday rush hours and weekends will 
pay only an e ight percent to ll increase.
A U.S. Judge ruled this w eek that M egan 's  Law is not in vio lation 
o f the Constitutional p rivacy rights o f sex offenders. The ruling 
was made by the Third C ircu it C ourt o f A ppeals in Philadelphia. 
M e g a n  s Law was orig ina lly  passed in 1994 a fte r the murder o f 
seven-year-o ld M e g a n  Kanka. The law  requires sex o ffenders 
to register w ith  the authorities when moving to o r living in a 
community. It also allows authorities to  w arn community leaders, 
school offic ia ls and neighbors about the sex offenders w ho have 
served prison time, but a re  still a threat to  society.
C om piled from  The Star-Ledger b y  E lizabeth A. Hutchinson
Vice President Al G ore , the D em ocratic Presidential C andidate , 
has plans to issue sanctions against the music and entertainment 
industry in o rder to  prom ote stronger values. A cco rd ing  to 
G ore 's  strategist, it is an e ffo rt to  gain support from working 
mothers, w ho represent the swing voters o f this years' election. 
G o re  discussed the marketing o f sexually explicit and violent films, 
CDs and v ideo games to w a rd  children.
Republican Presidential C and ida te  G e o rg e  W. Bush trave led  to 
Florida this week in o rd e r to  gain support. He spoke to several 
retirement communities and set up a tow n-ha ll meeting answering 
questions for up to 3 0  minutes. Bush mainly spoke about Social 
Security, H M O ’s and M e d ic a id  to  the large population o f senior 
citizens that a ttended the meeting. Florida is a key state for Bush, 
holding 2 5  e lectora l votes. In a poll taken be fo re  the convention 
and vice-presidential nominations. Bush had a slight edge  over 
G o re  in Florida.
The Federal Trade Commission released a finding that the 
entertainment industry has been marketing to younger children. 
The study was conducted over a 15-month period and pro filed  
4 4  restric ted-ra ted  movie promotions. There w ere  5 5  music 
recordings w ith a restricted label and 1 18 video games ra ted  
mature that w ere  also included in the study.
C om piled from  The Star-Ledger b y  E lizabeth A. Hutchinson
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News & Notes
Two cabinet members were 
appointed by the executive 
board. Carrie Jeppson was 
sworn in as Director of 
Greek Affairs and Willel 
Fan Fan was sworn in 
as Director of Welfare and 
Internal.
A vote was cast in reaction 
to President Cole’s proposal 
on arming campus police. 
The majority of those 
attending the meeting voted 
in favor of Cole’s proposal.
SGA meetings are held 
every Wednesday on the 
fourth floor of the Student 
Center. The meeting starts 
at 4 p.m.
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By Nichole Farella
Staff Writer
b i l l  m e .
M any MSU students have been recently flooding the offices 
of the Bursar and 
Financial A id  in o rde r to find 
out what their student’s fees pay 
for. In late August, all students 
received an item ized bill that 
contained tuition costs, room and 
board for on campus residents 
and a list of "student’’ fees.
According to Harry Shuckel, the 
vice president of Budget, Plan­
ning and Information Technology, 
student fees have many different 
purposes. All students with cars 
pay a $35 parking fee to assure 
their car is properly parked. The 
Student Union Build ing fee is 
used to pay for programs and 
activities that take place in the 
Student Center. Student Center 
activities include dances,* and 
programs held in the Rathskeller.
The SGA fee listed on the bill 
goes straight into the budget of 
the SG A who then uses it for. 
campus activities. The athletic 
fee does not only go towards 
the a th le tic  program , but also many 
recreational programs run be the school.
M any o f these fees seem excessive, but 
in actuality, fees such as the computer 
technology fee only serve to offset costs 
of things such as labs, Internet use and 
student networking fees. Shuckel reported 
that while the central cost of the computer 
technology hovers around $6 million, the 
student fees only account for $800 ,000  
to $900,000.
Students have seen an increase in the 
wellness fee. This fee is used to cover
Expense Summary:
w h a t  i t  i s c o s t i n g  t h e  a v e r a g e  M S U  s t u d e n t  t o  g e t  a n  e d u c a t i o n
N e w  J e rs e y  
C o m m u tin g  
S tu d e n t
N e w  Je rse y  
S tu d e n t 
R e s id in g  A w ay  
F rom  H o m e
O ut-o f-S ta te  
• S tude n t 
R e s id in g  A w ay  
From  H om e
Total $ 1 1 , 3 4 8 . 7 6 $ 1 4 , 4 2 8 . 2 0$ 6 , 0 3 7 . 3 2
E s tim a te d  tu i t io n ,  fe e s , h o u s in g  and  m e a l e x p e n s e s *  a c c o u n t fo r  s tu d e n ts  a t te n d in g  M o n tc la ir  S ta te  
U n iv e rs ity  fo r  th e  n in e  m o n th  S e p te m b e r-M a y  a c a d e m ic  ye a r, ta k in g  a to ta l o f 32 c re d its  in th a t year.
' Tuition, fees and expenses based upon Spring 2000 figures and are subject to change.
many aspects o f student health. This 
increase is due to the expansion of the 
wellness program to begin this fall. This 
fee also helps to offset the costs of adding 
more staff and services to the Health and 
Wellness Center.
Undergraduate fees listed on the bill are 
split into two categories. Some, such as 
parking, are based on set rates and some 
are based on the amount of credits a 
student is taking. According to Shuckel, 
MSU students pay lower fees and have 
fewer rates than any other university in 
state by a substantial amount.
Shuckel said, "We welcom e students 
being interested in where their money 
goes." The concerns student express 
over where their money is being spent is 
what determines where their hard-earned 
cash goes.
There are some colleges in the state of 
New Jersey that use the flat-fee system. 
This system was used several years ago 
at MSU according to Shuckel.
“Using the flat-rate fee system is like rolling 
everyth ing under one umbrella," said
Shuckel. “I presumed that students prefer 
the regular fee over tlje flat fee."
M o s t un ive rs ities  use d iv id e d  fees, 
however many private institutions have a 
flat rate which in turn increases the cost 
of tuition, according to Shuckel.
“It is not right or wrong [using the flat 
divided-fees system] ,.it seems to be the 
point of view from the students that it is 
preferable to have a detailed description 
of the rates," said Shuckel.
T h e  B r e a k d o w n . . .
1. Student Union B u ild ing
Fee:
$9 .2 0  p e r  s e m e s te r  hour. S u p ­
p o rts  the  p ro g ra m s  a n d  a c tiv i­
ties  ta k in g  p la c e  in  the  S tu d e n t 
Center.
2. Student Governm ent 
Association Fee:
$ 3 .1 0  p e r  s e m e s te r  h ou r. 
F u n d s  c o lle c te d  fro m  th is  fee  
o d ire c t ly  to w a rd s  th e  S G A  
fe a s u ry  w here  th e y  a re  u tilized  
a t th a t o rg a n iz a t io n ’s  d is c re ­
tion.
fr
3. Com puter Technology 
Fee:
$ 3 .1 0  p e r  s e m e s te r hour. S o ft­
e ns  the  b u rd en  on  M S U  con ­
c e rn in g  the  c o s t o f  m a in ta in ­
in g  a n d  u p d a t in g  th e  la b s ,  
In te rn e t/N e tw o rk in g  c o n n e c ­
tions.
4 . General Service Fee:
$ 6 .8 0  p e r  s e m e s te r hour. A id s  
in  the  fin a n c ia l s u p p o rt o f  U n i­
ve rs ity  p ro g ram m ing , the  A c a ­
d e m ic  S u cce ss  Center, a s  w e ll 
as o th e r s tu d e n t se rv ices .
5. A thletic Fee:
$ 3 .6 5  p e r  s e m e s te r hour. S u p ­
p o r ts  M S U ’s  a th le tic  p ro g ra m  
a n d  o ffse ts  m a in te n a n ce  co s ts  
o f  a th le tic  facilities.
6. Facilities Fee:
$ 4 .0 0  p e r  s e m e s te r  hou r. 
H elps, iq pa rt, to  fin a n ce  n e w  
fa c ilitie s  h e re  aLM S U , su ch  as  
S c ie nce  Hall.
DATE
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 4 -2 4 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 7 -  1 0 -2 0 0 0
0 8 -  0 2 -2 0 0 0
SUBCD
13947
14000
14905
19090
24900
24910
24915
24920
24930
24940
24984
24994
34901
44461
0 4 -2 4 -2 0 0 0  91404  
0 8 -0 3 -2 0 0 0  97999
81601
81611
PREVIOUS
150 BLOCK MEAL PLAN
ROOM D E P O S IT -
ROOM -  DOUBLE
PARKING DECAL FEE
STUDENT UNION BLDO FEE
STUDENT 00V * T  ASSOC FEE
COMPUTER TECH FEE
OEN SER VICE FEE
A TH LE TIC  FEE
F A C IL IT IE S  FEE
RECREATION FEE -  FA LL
WELLNESS FEE -  FA LL
T U IT IO N  UC I/ S  -  FA LL
CONFIRMED F / A ID  STUDENTS REO
004
ROOM D EP O SIT PAYMENT 
PAYMENTS YOU MADE
ES T. F IN A N C IA L  A ID  2 ,7 5 4 .0 0  
FEDERAL FELP S U B S ID IZ E D  LOAN 
FEDERAL FELP U N SUBSID IZED  LOA
CURRENT DUE:
CHARGES, 
931. 00 
50. 00 
2, 165. 00  
35. 00  
174. 60  
55. 80  
64. 80 
131. 40 
72. 00  
90. 00 
10. 00 
54. 00 
2, 082. 24 
0 . 00
2, 169. 00  
582. 00
7. Recreation Fee:
F o rm e rly  in c o rp o ra te d  as p a r t  
o f  the  a th le tic  fee  a n d  is m e a n t 
to  re lie v e  s o m e  c o s t o n  th e  
p a r t  o f  the  U n ive rs ity  in  s u p p o rt 
o f  th e  re c re a t io n a l fa c il i t ie s  
ava ila b le  to M S U  s tudents.
8. W ellness Fee:
P a r t o f  an  e ffo r t  to  b e g in  to  
e x p a n d  th e  c u rre n t w e lln e s s  
p ro g ra m  he re  a t M SU. F unds  
go  to w a rd  o ffse ttin g  the  co s t o f  
a g re a te r  s ta ff a n d  m ore  exten ­
s iv e  s e rv ic e s  fo r  th e  s tu d e n t  
b o d y
9. Undergraduate Tuition (NJ 
resident):
$ 1 0 5 .1 6  p e r  s e m e s te r  hour. 
B e g in n in g  in  the  F a ll o f  2002, 
a f la t tu it io n  ra te  w ill g o  in to  
effect. The ra te  w ill be  b a se d  
on a  15 c re d it se m e s te r a n d  w ill 
be a p p lie d  to  a ll s tu de n ts  tak ing  
b e tw e e n  12 a n d  18 cred its .
G raphics by Jenn Winski. 
nfor
'ersitv .
Undergraduate Catalog.
G raph ic  i mation courtesy of 
M on tc la ir State Univ y 2 0 0 0 -2 0 0 2
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Illinois University Facelifts and Papereuts
Greeks Found 
in Poor Taste
By Billy O'Keefe
Courtesy o f TMS Campus
M A C O M B , III. -- The Delta Tau Delta 
fraternity's Western Illinois chapter may be 
Y2K-compliant. But a recent advertisement 
in the school s student newspaper was a 
little too 1900 for its own good, and now 
the chapter is facing wave of suspensions, 
sanctions and negative publicity.
University officials deemed the ad, 
which depicted fraternity members posing 
with a black-faced lawn jockey sporting 
handcuffs, racially and sexually insensitive, 
and barred the fraternity from participating 
in any of WIU's campus activities for the 
2000-01 school year.
Garth Eberhart, assistant executive vice 
president of Delta Tau Delta, said that the 
fraternity is working with the University to 
jointly discipline the WIU chapter.
Sanctions include participation by the 
chapter in educational programs, a letter of 
apology and regularly scheduled meetings 
with university officials.
The ad appeared in the Aug. 28 edition 
of the Western Courier, WfU's offic ia l 
student newspaper, and im m ediately 
caused a campus-wide eruption of both 
puzzlement and outrage.
WIU University Relations Director John 
Maguire says that members of the chapter 
have been swift to speak not only with 
university officials, but students as well.
The day the ad appeared, fraternity 
members met with the University’s Black 
Student Association in order to clear the 
air and apologize.
W h ile  members o f the University 
community took issue w ith the ad for 
multiple reasons, it was the inclusion of 
the lawn jockey that set bells ringing, 
said Maguire.
"The chapter said that the particular 
piece had been in the house for years," 
said Maguire of the chapter's explanation 
for using the lawn jockey in the ad. “It had 
been handed down for years, and they 
just brought it out for a photo."
Chapter President Daniel Dunleavy, 
a communications major at WIU, later 
acknowledged that the idea was a bad 
one.
But while apologies and scheduled 
meetings, with Greek advisers and univer­
sity offic ia ls, have been plentiful, not 
everyone is buying the chapter's change 
of heart.
"Delta Tau Delta, let me thank you 
personally, from the bottom of my heart, 
for allowing WIU to realize that African- 
Americans are not only barred from being 
a part of your fraternity but that maybe 
they should also be fearful for their well­
being," wrote columnist Susan Baker in the 
Sept. 1 edition of the Courier.
"Thank you for allowing us to see that 
your favorite body part is indeed the penis 
rather than the heart or the brain."
The chapter can appeal the suspension 
to the vice president of student services, 
but no plans for such action have been 
announced.
Eberhart said that situations such as 
what happened at WIU are not common 
among Delta Tau Delta's 130 undergradu­
ate chapters.
LIZBETH VICTORERO /  THE MONTCLARION
IS SOM ETHING DIFFERENT IN HERE?; Students line up to buy books a n d  supplies for the Fa ll 20 0 0  
se m es te r in the new ly  ren ovated  University Bookstore.
TEXTBOOKS.
FREE SHIPPING*
‘ WHEN YOU BUY BOOKS AND ANY GEAR ITEM THROUGH 1 0 /1 5 /0 0
USE BIG WORDS.
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R ich ard  Gigliotti, the n e w  D e an  o f the C o llege o f  H um an ities  a n d  Social 
Sciences, in his office in D ickson Hall.
By Carolyn Velchik
Managing Editor
One of the newest policies recently 
introduced to the Clove Road community 
is the party policy, which was created in 
conjunction with the Clove Road alcohol 
policy. It was put into effect to insure the 
safety of the residents of Clove Road.
The policy includes many terms of 
agreement, including having a lternate 
beverages for those invited that are under 
the age of 21, as well as the limitation to 
16 guests in order to adhere to the fire 
code. Parties also have to end by 10 p.m. 
Sunday through Thursday and by midnight 
on Fridays and Saturdays in o rder to 
stay within the quiet-hour rules. Another 
main requirement of this policy is that 
all parties must be registered 48 hours 
in advance.
This policy was put into e ffect with 
the alcohol policy due to the fact that 
"Residence Life fe lt tha t the a lcoho l 
policy was effective only "in day-to-day 
situations, not in party situations,” said 
Roberta Garrett, director of the Clove 
Road apartments.
Garrett also said, “The policy is based 
on a variety of models. Colleges and 
universities throughout the state have 
adopted policies like this one."
The policy runs two pages in length 
and attached to it is a copy of the alcohol 
policy. Residents must sign their names as 
hosts of these parties, keeping in mind 
that a resident who is under 21 may not
sign as a host for a party that will include 
alcohol. In the first part, residents must 
list the location, time and date of their 
party, while the second part lists rules and 
regulations of having a party.
If residents choose not to register their 
party with the Clove Road office, they 
are subject to deal with the director or 
administrators within the office of Residence 
Life. This punishment also occurs when 
residents sign the policy but host more than 
16 people in their apartment, therefore 
breaking the fire code.
"Each case will be dealt with individu­
ally, but they will all be dealt with," Garrett 
stressed.
Residents of the apartments have mixed 
emotions about the new policy.
"We always had parties at our apart­
ment last year and there was never a 
problem. If people are going to keep their 
parties under control and be responsible, 
then there should be no need to register," 
said Toni Ann Bongiorno, a second year 
Clove Road resident.
Tina M arie  Rizzo, also a second-year 
Clove Road resident, is also unsure of this 
working. “I think there will still be people 
partying with alcohol and I don't think 
there is any way that Residence Life will 
be able to tell how many people there 
are in an apartment. I also don't think 
that anyone will bother getting permission 
to have a party, but I do believe it is 
worth a try."
Residence Life has faith that this policy 
will succeed amongst the residents. Garrett 
said, "We have positive hopes for the party 
policy and its effectiveness."
G ig lio t t i Takes Position as D ean  o f  CHSS; 
S ch w a rtz  Succeeds Bronson as English C h a ir
By Jason Nichols
StaffW riter
There have been major changes in the 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences 
(CHSS) since the end of the Spring 2000  
semester.
Former CHSS dean Rachel Fordyce 
has resigned and now teaches at the 
University of Hawaii at Hilo. She has been 
succeeded by Dr. Richard G ig lio tti, a 
former chair of Social Sciences at 
the University of Akron 
in Ohio.
Gigliottii was 
a highly
respected p ro ­
fessor at the Uni­
versity of Akron 
who received 
The Council for 
the A dvance ­
ment and Sup­
port of Education 
(CASE) N ationa l 
Outstanding Teacher 
of the Year award 
for two consecutive years 
(1994, 1995), and was named 
"favorite faculty member" by a student 
organization. Two of his most outstanding 
ach ievem ents inc lude  d e ve lo p in g  a 
computerized test bank at the University 
of Akron, and securing a $433,000 grant 
for himself and a team of colleagues from 
the Wood Johnson Foundation, which he 
is using to research methods of improving 
drug education programs within the United 
States.
Gigliotti was unable to make a comment 
before this story went to print.
In addition to the new dean, there 
is a new  cha irperson  to the English 
Department.
Dr. Larry Schwartz was elected by 
the English Department to replace Dr. 
Daniel Bronson, who has completed his 
contractual three-year term. He has been 
at MSU for about 10 years, and teaches 
three classes this semester: American 
Literary Realism, 19th Century Black Novel, 
and Creative Non-Fiction.
Schwartz was unavailable for com­
ment.
The most noticeable change in the struc­
ture of the English Depart­
ment, and the CHSS, 
however, has been at 
the grass-roots level. 
Three mainstays 
of the English 
Department, Joce­
lyn Santana, Cheryl 
Butler, and Tim 
Watson have left 
the staff.
According to sev­
eral sources within the 
college, Santana was 
an excellent professor, a 
good advisor, and a good 
friend. She has left MSU in order 
to return to the N ew  York C ity public 
school systems, where she received, a 
promotion.
Watson has also left MSU to teach at 
Princeton University full-time.
"A lthough there have been many 
changes and we have lost several faculty 
members, we've maintained about the 
same full-time to adjunct ratio that we had 
last year," Provost Richard Lynde said.
“40  to 45 percent of our faculty leave 
before their tenure," Lynde said.
66 A l t h o u g h  t h e r e
HAVE BEEN MANY CHANGES 
AND WE HAVE LOST SEVERAL FAC­
ULTY MEMBERS, WE’VE MAINTAINED 
ABOUT THE SAME FULL-TIME TO  
ADJUNCT RATIO THAT WE HAD LAST 
YEAR. 9 9  
-  R ic h a rd  L y n d e
Health & Wellness Center
A Department of 
WELLNESS SERVICES
Blanton Hall 
Monday - Friday, 9  -  4:30
Call 973.655.4361 for an appointment!
y - T l i e  /  
/  P r i n c e t o n  X  
v — R e v i e w  j r
B ettor Scores. Better Schools.
-
FREE LSAT! I
Montclai^tate University, Richardson Hall, Room 222^
Tdke a FREE practice LSAT! 
Sunday, October 8th
TakelFR EE LSAT from 9:30am -1 :30pm on October Rttfat Montclair 
State University* and you will be eligible to wirf a FREE course! 
Everyone who attends this FREE test will al$o feceive a FREE book. 
Registration is required so CALL TOD A  Y! ^Additional test dates and 
locations are available.
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New Policy Cracks Down 
On Clove Apt. Parties
Transition Marks New Year for 
Humanities & Social Sciences
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Out With The Old... In With The New!
Long ove rdue  for  a redesign, The M o n tc la r io n  is t rea ted  to the new look it deserves.
Voi 8 0 .
M M M M M lB ttld
The flag of The Montclarion is easily the 
centerpiece of our new design. It sports our new 
logo, the image that will identify us lo the MSU , .  
community and beyond. .  ' n
93-00's ‘ The Crime r  ( c & C « * -  
Reporf endured a slight ^  
name change and me « 
removal ofthe badge 
in the background to 
emerge a crisper version 
of its predecessor. ”
r:4l>* -.lev:« 
S eptem ber 7 . 2 0 0 0
The former ‘On the 
Inside' which crawled 
across the bottom of 
the front page was 
traded in for a cleaner, 
more condensed 
vertical version.
log
The Montclarion's pg. 2 'Weather' underwent 
one of the most dramatic redesigns of any 
recurring element in the paper. New icons, 
more days, and complement» 
boot. Second to our logo and 
Graphic Design Editor's little
this is our 
n’ joy.
C o m in g  S o o n ...^
'Local News’  and 
'National News' were 
removed from the 
crowded center of the 
page where they were 
lost and given 
bookmark-like display 
heads set against the 
edge of page 2 so 
that the reader may 
scan and quickly find 
happenings close to 
home and far abroad 
that may interest or 
affect them.
The Montclarion's 'Coming Soon' 
feature of our second page has been 
freed from the bottom ofthe page 
and rejuvinated with a new header, 
a more centralized location on the 
layout of the page, and more white 
space to breathe.
I n  T  h  « o  n  I  c  I  a
®  Future Story 
®  Future Story 
®  Future Story 
®  Future Story 
®  Future Story
The'SGA News and- 
Notes' is a new fixture 
on page 2 this year 
as an initative by The 
Montclarion to make our 
readers aware of what 
their peers, the Student 
Government Association 
is actively pursuing to 
enrich the experience of 
students.
“Our 1999 - 2000 d e s ig n  (a n d  m a n y  o f  its im m e d ia t e  
predecessors) e m b r a c e d  a  sense o f  t r a d it io n a l is m ,
AND I THINK THAT AN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF OUR HISTORY 
AND OF TRADITIONAL PRINT ELEMENTS IS REALLY IMPORTANT.
I ALSO, THINK, THOUGH, THAT THE CONSTANT ADHERENCE 
TO SOMETIMES CONSERVATIVE DESIGN PRINCIPLES WAS NOT 
INDICATIVE OF OUR OVERALL MISSION OR VISION, OUR STAFF 
DYNAMIC, OR OUR READERSHIP. THIS IS AN EXCITING TIME
fo r  The M o n t c l a r io n  a n d  i’d  like t o  th in k  o f  our
NEW DESIGN AS AN ICONIC REPRESENTATION OF ALL OF THE 
NEW THINGS TO COME.“
- Justin Vellucci, Ed ito r -In -C hief - The  M o n t c l a r io n
■ i -5 .
h u m o u r ™
monjciamon redesign. Graphics. Layout, afo Captions au by Jenn Winski 
. r o d  h a w k
V.tl H< » N o  I
0
Montclair State #
I somebody
We've treated our avid A .  
sports fans with new 
scoreboxes, which are 
included in every article in 
77?e Montclarion covering a 
sporting event Just a quick 
glance gives you the scoop, 
and you can men read on For 
the details.
^  Complementing our 
front page is the 
display head for the 
Sports Section front 
" '  backpage
'S ' is reminicent of 
our new logo.
Week after week athletes 
are accomplishing new s-^
6 6  P u l l  q u o te s
ALSO GOT A FACELIFT THIS
u Another significant addition to The Montclarion's 
design this year was the introduction of 
definative section headers for every section 
which are accented by screened versions of our 
new logo.
S.G.A.
N e w s  <S N o te s
the sga T h e  sga. the sga. 
the sga the sga the sga
the sga. the sga. the sga. 
the sga. the sga the sga. 
the sga. the sga the sga 
the sga. the sga. the sga.
the sga. the sga the sga. 
the sga the sga. the sga. 
the sga. the sga the sga. 
the sga. the sga. the sga.
YEAR, TAKING ON THE ROUND 
QUALITITES SEEN HERE. DID I MEN­
TION I’M HAVING THE TIME OF MY 
LIFE? 9 9
-Jenn \A/inski 
(Dro/ohic D esign Editor
As a ground rule beginning Ibis year, all boxes filled with 
any shade of gray have been unequivically banned. 
The 'Crossword' among other familiar aspects of the 
paper have been updated as a result of this decision. 
Keeping the pages free of gray relieves them of the 
muddy look inherent with me use of a gray box.
worthing feats. The new ' 
■Player of the Week' 
allows for many athletes 
to be recognized, who 
otherwise would not.
The Opinion Section's Question of the Week' 
weekly feature has been perked up with 
a sideways, flush left header, a decorative 
question mark, and white space to breathe.
Question
question
question?
CaU 055-5241 or mail 
I MSUopinlon3@hotniaH.corT 
to respond
player of the week
□
r
C r o s s w o r d)
Piace of Exhibition 
G a lle ry  H o u rs
ADMISSION 11 HI
V TW V  w
The Arts section has been accented with 
4  informative tabs to be included in reviews 
to ranging from album and book reviews 
to theafner and museum reviews. All of 
these tabs incorporate the Tigertily Rating 
System’ to gauge the writer/reviewer’s 
response.
Ü î o e r l t l v Many display heads in The -  Monlclanon were treated 
to a sprucing-up, including 
A  the Arts Section's returning 
^ fe a tu re ‘What’s up 
Tigertily?' and a new piece 
called Notes from the 
Underground.’
WMSO
TCP JQ Œ THE U£Ek
1. Aon^  Hnn/L
2. Alili} H«UI//
3 . Auw) Hruiri
4. Auijj Km//5. Anil} Hruu/
4 . Aoi£ - &UI//
7 . Aun^ j Univi
5. Aui£ HfUI/l
y »  Auij Hrui/t
10. A<*l£ HtUl/l
Nr71« fj DJ 
CVT'i » T.w«
^ * a  I t n d a iCy ls t . ____ .a m p u lU M H U S II I  I WMontclarion s weekly facets was the 
evolution of the 
Feature Section's 
'Campus Calendar.'
This was by far one 
ofthe most dramatic 
turn-arounds in the 
redesign effort
I  The Arts Section's 
'  'WMSC Top 10 o f the 
Week' is one more 
art of
it was given
some mu 
room to breathe with 
the removal of a 
screened-in background 
photo and allowing 
white space to jusfbe.
som* «vent
sort n f*
soireetei*
some *v*nt 
some Mani
.
il
l
il
l
some tvsnl 
tom* event
tome ntol
tenenti*
tom eve* 
tone retti
some evtnl
10:20am 
Noggin Toppers 
$12.95
3:17pm 
The Music Shack 
$19.95
11:38am
•> Boards N’ S tu ff 
$49.95
6:18pm
>  Quickrite Pharmacy 
$2.99
TOTAL ACCESS TO YOUR MONEY. 
WHAT YOU DO WITH IT IS UP TO YOU.
T h e  F l e e t  S t u d e n t  B a n k i n g  P a c k a g e .
More than 3,400 F leet ATMs. F leet HomeLink online banking. And the go-anyw here-do-anyth ing  Total Access Card It can be a ll yours 
w ith the F leet S tudent Banking Package. Plus free  s tu ff. Just sign up and get $20 o f f  when you spend $100 or more a t bigwords.com.
Call 1-800-CALL-FLEET (1-800-225-5353) or stop by a F leet branch today
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Montclair
State
University
The Graduate School
cordially invites you 
to attend an
Open House 
for ail Graduate 
Programs
Sunday, September 17 
Student Center 
1:30-3:30 p.m.
A dm in is tra tion  & Supervision
Anthropology
Biology
Business Administration (MBA) 
Business Education 
Certificate Programs (various) 
Chem istry 
C om m unication 
Sciences & D isorders 
Com puter Science 
Counseling, Human 
Services & Guidance 
Education
Educational Psychology 
English
Environm enta l S tudies 
Fine Arts
Fine Arts in Studio Arts (MFA)
French
Geoscience
Health Education
Human Ecology
Legal Studies
L ingu istics, Applied
M athem atics
M usic
Physical Education 
Psychology 
Reading 
Social Sciences 
Sociology, Applied 
Spanish
Speech & Theatre 
S ta tis tics
Teacher C ertifica tion  
Teaching (MAT)
Technology Education
The Montclarion
, m % % 
f e a t u r e
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Lessons fo r  A N e w  S ch o o l Year:
What Is Date Rape?
By Rachel Warschawski
Staff Writer
DATE RAPE by law, is the crime of performing sexual intercourse without the subject's consent. The 
victim may be deemed legally incapable of 
consent if incapacitated (e.g., drugged 
or intoxicated) or below an age specified 
by law (statutory rape).
Too often these days young girls are 
forced to give up something held dear to 
them. Sexuality is by far one of the most 
incredible changes our b#dy has, and 
with sex, our lives transform and grow. It 
is unbelievably sad that some people are 
so willing, to take something that is ours 
without our consent. Sexuality is not just 
anything- it is not a shirt or a hat (nothing 
material can ever compare). It is something 
deep within us. Something that we will 
remember forever, whether or not we 
want to.
DATE RAPE DRUG WARNINGS: 
-Rohypnol (also known as "Roofies," la 
rocha, "the forget pill ) is white and single 
or doubled scored on one side. "Rocha," 
or "RH," is imprinted and an “I" or a “Z" is 
circled on the other side. It is often found 
in its original blister-wrap packaging. A 
2-milligram dose can put a person into an 
excited, agitated, and disarrayed state,
leaving only amnesia. It is likely to be 
slipped into a drink and the effects 
of the drug kick in immediately. The 
effects intensify with alcoholic beverages 
and other drugs. Mixing Ketamine with 
Rohypnol is a rapist delight.
-Ketamine, (also known as “Special 
K," "liqs, or 'K-rock') is a liquid in its 
pharm aceuti­
cal form and also comes as a white pill or 
powder. Ketamine is a general anesthetic 
used extensively in veterinary medicine. 
Ketamine makes you feel drunk, leaving you 
with no recollection of what happened.
-G.H.B., (also known as “Liquid ecstasy," 
"liquid x," or "easy lay")
and 40 percent of teens have been
p , a n n e d '
-  O v e r
- 71 " " a c q u a in t a n c e s  C e n te r ,
rdina to the Net* every m inute. -S*1S centers
• A  o n e ^ o m a n  is raped the rape cris.
« a sS E S sa s?
« s e x u a i  a s s a u i t s  i s  
-  0 n ' y  " S A W  e n f o r c e m e n t
is "homemade" or made in clandestine 
laboratories. It is usually a liquid carried in 
water bottles or other portable contain­
ers. G.H.B. is a central nervous system 
depressant found naturally in the brain 
and other tissues.
REMEMBER ALWAYS...
-Never leave a friend who is portray­
ing symptoms of any drug. Make sure you 
stay until they are safe and know where 
they will be staying for that night.
-Any kind of beverage can be 
drugged.
-Alcohol is the substance most fre­
quently associated with rape.
-Try your hardest to let someone 
know when you are leaving and with 
whom. If you can,, call someone when. 
you get in to let him/her know that you 
got home okay.
-Never leave a place alone late at 
night. It doesn’t matter if you are drunk, 
drugged up, or sober.
-Do not let a stranger walk you 
home or to your car unless it is a well-lit 
area.
-ALWAYS CARRY MACE!
-Take a defense class with some 
friends. Come on girls... kick boxing 
is fun!
An Exploration of Latin Society and Culture: 
National Hispanic Heritage Month at MSU
By Florence Roggemann
Staff Writer
Beginning in 1968, Hispanic Heritage Week provided seven days of celebration 
of Hispanic culture and pride.
In honor of the many contribu­
tions that Hispanic Americans 
have made and continue to make 
to our Nation and our culture, 
the Congress, by PL 100-402, 
authorized and requested the 
President to issue annually a 
proclamation designating Sep­
tember 15 through October 15 
as "National Hispanic Heritage 
M onth." In 1988, President 
Ronald Reagan signed Hispanic 
Heritage Month into Public Law. 
With the addition of three weeks, 
Hispanic Heritage Month pro­
vided an avenue for nation-wide 
special events, activities and 
programs.
During N ational Hispanic 
Heritage Month, we reflect on 
the history of a people who were 
part of this land long before 
the birth of the United States. 
Hispanics were among the earliest 
European settlers in the New 
World, and Hispanics as a people 
share a rich history and great 
diversity. This d ivers ity  has
brought variety and richness to 
the mosaic that is America and has 
strengthened our national char­
acter with invaluable perspective, 
experiences, and values.
C oinc id ing  w ith Hispanic 
History month, the Latin American 
Student Organization (LASO) is 
the first College Night of the fall 
semester. A monthly party, to 
be held Friday, September 22 in 
the Ratt, this eagerly anticipated 
blow-out will feature Hot 97's DJ 
Quick and DJ Enuff and a live 
meringue band, Fulanito.
Hispanic Heritage M onth 
will officially be brought to the 
Montclair State University campus 
community in the form of Latin 
Pride Month.
LASO declared Latin Pride 
Month, beginning annually Octo­
ber 15 and culminating Novem­
ber 15, due to the inconvenient 
timing of Hispanic History Month. 
“We can't get anything for Sep­
tem ber because classes just 
started. Students are more 
focused on classes at this point 
in the semester," stated LASO 
secretary Cristina Molina. Delay­
ing events until October allows 
the organization more time to 
advertise and thereby increase 
attendance and effectiveness of 
programming.
LASO has scheduled 15
events spanning the 31 days of 
Latin Pride Month. The first event 
offered is a food fair featuring 
Latino dishes in Blanton on the 
afternoon of October 17.
Four lectures will be offered 
on topics ranging from Latinos in 
Law to discrimination. Three off- 
campus trips have been planned: 
Nuyorician Café in NYC (Oct 
20), Hispanic Museum in NYC 
(Nov 5), and Repertorio Espanol, 
a Spanish play (Nov 8).
“What we want is to get the 
non-Hispanic campus community 
to see all of what Latin culture 
is, explained Francisco Salgado, 
LASO’s Latin Pride co-chair. 
The desire to share Latin culture 
with non-Latin students is LASO’s 
primary goal.
In fact, LASO events attract a 
high percentage of non-Hispanic 
partic ipants, particu la rly  the 
monthly C o llege Nights and 
w eekly Latin D ance classes 
offered Monday, Tuesday, and 
W ednesday evenings in the 
Blanton Atrium.
LASO general meetings are 
held every Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. 
in the Student Center Café C. 
For more information on LASO 
events call x 4440 or stop by 
room 100 in Student Ce­
nter Annex.
COURTESY OF JORGE LUIS SOMARRIBA /  VISION FOR THE 2 1 ST CENTURY
A p o s te r  by Jo rg e  Lu is  S o m a rr ib a  in c e le b ra tio n  o f  
H ispanic H eritage Month.
Feature September 14, 2000 •The Montclarion
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An MSU Student 
Studying at Kingston University in London 
Shares His Experiences
Thoughts Before Departure
By Kevin P. Hancock
StaffWriter
Kevin P. Hancock is a Montclarion 
reporter who, starting next week, w ill be 
studying abroad at Kingston University in 
London for the fa ll 2 0 0 0  semester. This 
column is the first in a series appearing 
throughout the semester about life  in 
the U.K
Before my trip to London, I wanted to try and gain some insight into what the city is like - so I'd have some 
idea of what to expect.
So, I spent the last few months asking 
my friends, family and co-workers what 
they know about the city, and I was only 
able to gather three very basic pieces of 
information. One, it’s very beautiful. Two, 
the food stinks. And three, everything is 
very expensive. Someone even told me 
not to forget to visit Big Ben.
So much for insight. There's got to 
be more to London than just 
that. While I didn't expect 
to get a detailed histopy 
of the city going back ¿ ¿ „ . I ’m BOTH EXCfTED
to Roman times from
AND TERRIFIED AT THE SAME TIME,any of my co-work­
ers, the experience 
did reveal to me 
how little we all 
rea lly do know 
about the rest of the 
world.
Well, that's what 
hope, at least. I won’t be 
able to deal with three months 
of bad, expensive food.
Starting this week, my crash course on 
life in the UK begins. Thanks to the MSU 
Study Abroad Program, I'll be attending 
classes at Kingston University, located 
in London's borough of Kingston-upon- 
Thames, just 20 minutes outside of the 
heart of the city.
For three months I'll be living in the 
nearby home of an English family whom 
I've never met before.
Why London? Aside from the fact 
that it is rather convenient that the people 
there speak English, I’ve always been 
curious about Britain's rich culture and 
extensive history.
At one time London was at the center 
of an empire upon which the sun never set.
LIKE THE FEELING YOU GET AT THE TOP 
OF A ROLLER COASTER THAT’ S ABOUT
TO TAKE A BIG PLUNGE INTO THE
UNKNOWN. 99
While Great Britain's imperialist glory days 
are long gone, the relics of her history are 
all on display in London and are part of the 
city's and nation's cultural fabric.
I also hear that "swinging'' London is 
a great place to party. Although, I'm sure 
the city won't quite live up to what movies 
like Austin Powers and SpiceWorld have 
made it out to be, Newsweek did dub 
London “the coolest city on the planet’’ for 
it's wide array of restaurants, clubs, theatre 
and, of course, pubs. Though, it still would, 
be cool to run into Posh and Baby Spice 
on a Union Jack painted double-decker 
bus, or Elizabeth Hurley in one of those 
skimpy 70s get-ups.
I'll probably have to settle for Big 
Ben.
While I'm anticipating my departure 
for the UK, the reality of studying abroad is 
a bit sobering. After all, I will be spending 
three months in a country where I don't 
have any family or friends, the sun barely 
ever shines and they could care less about, 
baseball.
It won t be easy, especially if the 
Yankees make it to the W orld Series 
again.
Throw in the fact that it's hard to 
get better advice than "don't 
forget to visit Big Ben" and 
you have a traveler who is 
very unsure about what 
the future holds for 
him. I'll be alone in 
la world where I'll be 
expected to function 
just like I am here at 
home, but where I 
won't fully understand 
the rules of society. It 
should make for some 
interesting situations.
There is a sense of 
adventure that comes out of the 
uncertainty of not knowing exactly how 
life is going to be in a foreign land, when 
you’ve grown accustomed to doing things 
a certain way at home.
On the eve of leaving for this adventure, 
I'm both excited and terrified at the same 
time, like the feeling you get at the top of 
a roller coaster that’s about to take a big 
plunge into the unknown.
For the next 13 weeks I'll be taking 
you on this ride with me.
At the very least I should be able to 
give you better insight into what London 
is like than I was able to get. If there's 
a restaurant in an ugly part of town with 
cheap, delicious food - I'll be sure to 
find it.
With amounts of such pollutants as carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, 
hydrocarbons, and ozone rising continuously and quality of the air we 
breath deteriorating by the year, it is becoming increasingly important for 
each one of us to do our part towards preserving what remains of the 
atmosphere. What can you do to tackle such a global problem? One 
of the easier and more effective solutions is to keep your car running 
properly. Emission tests conducted during inspections can suggest repairs 
to reduce the production of harmful gases by as much as ninety percent, 
and having your car tuned-up at least once a year- either at a service 
station or by yourself- can raise fuel efficiency by fifteen percent. 
In addition, all vehicles come with maintenance schedules that list 
the intervals at which parts such as spark plugs should be changed. 
Remember: your car has to be inspected, tuned-up, and maintained 
anyway, and by performing these tasks on time we can all breath 
a little easier.
D ata obta ined from American Lung Association. C ar C are and Clean Air. 
N.p: American Lung Association. American Autom obile Association, and 
M anufacturers o f Emission Controls Association, *7 990
Brought to you by Paul Fazzari of the Conservation Club,
A Class I Organization of the SGA
'Voices for Planned Parenthood,’ 11a.m.-2p.m. SC Lobby
Art Forum, 3p.m. Calcia Auditorium
Phi Sigma Pi Info Night, 7p.m. SC Revolving Doors
A.S.S.I.S.T., 7:30p.m. Commuter Lounge
'Delta Xi Delta mixer with TKE
A.S.S.I.S.T. Coffeehouse, 10p.m.-1:30a.m. Ratt
AIX mixer with Pike
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‘ Weekend Party, 9p.m. SC Ballrooms 
•Delta Xi Delta Info Night, 9p.m.
‘GreenWood Cemetery Walk, 11a.m.
‘Palestine Refugee Return March, 11a.m.-4p.m., Washington D.C. 
‘Walk through Greenwich Village, 2p.m.
‘ International Fâshion Show, 3p.m. Memorial Auditorium 
'Citizenship Day
*Phi Sigma Pi Pizza Party, 7:30p.m. SC Revolving Doors 
•Delta Xi Delta Bowling Night, 9p.m. SC Revolving Doors 
'Teacher Education Program Info Session, Time and 
Location TBA
•Muslim Students Association Opening Dinner
•International Student Organization, 2-3p.m. SC 416 
*Phi Sigma Pi Event, 8p.m. SC Revolving Doors 
•Theta Kappa Chi Mixer with Delta Chi, 9:30p.m. Blanton Hall 
•Sigma Sigma Sigma Open Rush, 8p.m.
If
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•Brass Faculty Recital, 12p.m. McEarchern Hall 
•SPECTRUMS, 7-8p.m. SC 417 
•C.L.U.B., 8p.m. Commuter Lounge 
'Possible Side Effects, 9p.m. Ratt
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New Book Examines 
“Stupid” Behavior 
During College Years
By Joe Rogers
Courtesy o f TMS Campus
Just as college students are headed to campus, Jessie Haynes’ new book, 10 Stupid Things C ollege Kids D o is hitting 
the market. Even Forrest Gump would 
recognize the many stupid actions that 
hinder and sometimes halt a successful 
career in college as explained in Haynes 
book where the first time author has put 
together her list of top ten stupid things 
college students do.
Abusing alcohol and other drugs is 
at the top of the list, followed by credit 
card and Internet foolishness. Haynes 
talks about panty raids and booty calls 
as well as quitting and giving up — all 
in a language well understood by teens 
and young adults.
Haynes includes hard-h itting facts 
about college students, supported by 
statistics and true life stories which she 
discovered as a reporter, a university 
relations practitioner or as a mother and 
aunt. This book is a must read for any 
college student as well as parents the 
college bound.
Haynes said she was inspired to write 
the book when thinking about all of the 
senseless things that could happen to 
any student on a college campus. The 
former university relations d irector at 
three universities said when "My heart
ached too many times I had to explain a 
campus suicide, a binge drinking death 
or a rape.
In recent years, I have found myself 
te lling my daughters, my nieces and 
nephews and children of my friends about 
things to do and not to do when they 
get to college. Putting these concerns in 
a book seemed the most efficient way 
to help those who need the information 
the most."
10 Stupid Things College Kids Do also 
provides some startling statistics for the 
more than 15 million students in college 
today. One of every four students will quit 
by their sophomore year, students drink 
about four billion cans of beer a year, 
80 percent of college students graduate 
with an average debt of $10,CXX), more 
than half the students who use the Net 
are dishonest while in .chat rooms, suicide 
is the second leading cause of death 
among college students and HIV is the sixth 
leading cause of death among persons 
who are 15-24 years old!
"It's like taking your mother to school 
with you," said Haynes' youngest daughter 
Raven who is a senior in college. The 
colorful writing also makes the book a fun 
read. When discussing panty raids, Haynes 
pointedly warn, "keep your drawers on or 
in your drawers" and in all frankness she 
warns students about sex in saying "don't 
even consider having sex with a person 
unless you know you are willing to die 
for that person."
What is your child getting 
into at the playground?
Last year, a half million 
kids w e re  seriously injured 
at their neighborhood  
p la ygro u nd s. Le arn  h o w  to 
keep yo u r child safer by 
calling 1-8 0 0 -8 2 4 -B O N E S , or 
by visiting w w w .a a o s .o rg
American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons
We keep you well connected.
M O N D A Y S  
MONDAY N IG HT FOOTBALL 
$ 2 .5 0  2 3  02 . DOMESTIC BEERS 
GIVEAWAYS FROM THE M ILLER LITE MODELS 
T U E S D A  Y S
POOL TOURNAMENT. ..WEEKLY PRI2ES 
W E D N E S D A Y S
$ 2 .0 0  DOMESTIC BOTTLES TIL 10 P.M. 
T H U R S O  A  Y S  
H A PPY H O U R  
MEX. BUFFET S2.t
LATE LITE LUNCH 
1PM • 4 PM
$2.00
23 OZ. DRAFTS
See our ad under 
"Help Wanted"
jorona
'E x ;t ro
F R ID A  Y S
ULTIMATE HAPPY HOUR PARTY 
W ITH DJ. COMPLIMENTARY BUFFET, 
DRINK SPECIALS, GIVEAWAYS 
S A T U R D A Y S  
ES P N 'S  C O LLE G E  FO O TB A LL G A M EPLA N  
D.J. Passion Playing todays hottest music« 
M ILLER LITE "BEAT THE CLOCK" PINTS
7-8...S1.25, 8-9.-S1.50, 9-10.-St.75, W-11.-S2.25, 11-12-.S2.50 
S1.00 WINKS FOR THE MSU ANO WPU LADIES.
S U N D A Y S  
ALL THE N.F.L. GAMES
WELCOME BACK PARTY... 
Sat. Sept 16
Every Drink $2.00 Til MidNite 
No Cover with College I.D.
ASK ABOUT YOUR 
ORGANIZATION 
SPONSORING 
ANIGHT.
31 T.V.'S...INCLUDING A 17 FOOT BIG SCREEN, 
12 SATELLITES, 3 POOL TABLES, 
REGULATION DART BOARDS, GAMES, & MORE
ADJACENT TO THE FAIRFIELD RAMADA  
ROUTE 46 WEST (973)575-1531
M I N U T E S  F R O M  C A M P U S .
September 14, 2000 •^'®MontclQrion
Receive P 
Training in: 1
/lontclair State University
DROP-IN
• Peer- W 
Counseling IIDENTER
• Crisis P 
Intervention PSTAFF
• Information & E 
Referrals I FRAINING
• Communication P 
Skills PSESSION
• Team Work b
•And Much P 
More!!! I j
> e p t. 2 4 , 2 0 0 0
tall 655-5271
le are located between Richardson 
all and Student Center
•
application Deadline:
L S e p t. 2 3 , 2 0 0 0
A Service of Your Student Government Association
o r t s &
!
e n t e r t a i n m e n t
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Way of the Gun Revitalizes Thriller Genre
By Justin Vellucci
Editor-In-Chief
The W ay o f  the Gun
Dir. Christopher McQuarrie 
Artisan Entertainment
>3 K
t's not the stuff on which dreams are 
made, but, instead, the source material 
for countless late-night TV movies and 
watered-down serial novels.
The car chase, police sirens wailing 
tires screaming as they round 
street corners. The good cop- 
bad cop paradigm, one of 
them always with a taped-on i 
bushy moustache, mirror-plated ' 
sunglasses or a melodramatic 
icy stare.
The predictable confrontation 
The hostage situation. The desperate 
last-minute plot twist.
Like so many other genres of com­
mercial cinema, the thriller has seen its fair 
share -  and then some -  of tired feature 
films, laughable performances and banal 
advances in narrative and form. And 
while countless trips to the theater for 
more of the same are probably nowhere 
near the top of your priority list, they only 
make films like The Way o f the Gun all the 
more refreshing and invigorating.
The directorial debut of Usual Suspects 
scribe Christopher McQuarrie, The Way 
o f the Gun is the story of two rogue 
criminals who decide to kidnap a pregnant 
woman acting as surrogate mother to a 
wealthy -  and mysteriously 
infamous — couple.
A long the 
way, a 
lot goes 
w r o n g  
but more 
seems to go 
right, and the 
attention to 
detail that 
M c Q u a r r i e  
gives not only to the 
characters, but to 
the d ia logu e  and 
the narrative itself, 
automatically defines 
the film as a cut
above the rest.
The two kidnappers are played by a 
surprisingly well-paired Benicio Del Toro 
[The Usual Suspects, Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas) and Ryan Phillippe [Cruel 
Intentions, Studio 54). McQuarrie wisely 
builds them as characters instead of 
caricatures through well-scripted, but very 
human, dialogue.
Shifting smoothly from dead-pan and 
coarse to introspective and philosophical, 
and expressing a wide range between the 
tragic and the comic, Del Toro and Phillippe 
seem to drive the plot forward with the 
slightest inflections and interaction.
In a genre that depends often on 
explosions and car crashes, their ability 
to communicate without reams of useless 
words (and, more so, their ability to 
further the story by doing so) is 
priceless. As an example, look 
to the first third of the film,
I where scenes depend more 
on silence and intuition than 
chatter.
Juliette Lewis [Natural Born 
Killers, Husbands and Wives), as 
the surrogate mother, also works
well without the aid of sound-byte 
dialogue and, in the film's latter half, 
shines as the world around her appears 
to fall down.
James Caan [Eraser, M ickey Blue Eyes) 
turns in a solid performance as a bagman 
who continually lays down the rules of the 
game and acts as a kind of ¡agged-edged 
and weather-worn survivor, the ideal foil to 
the kidnappers’ youthful bravado.
In the five years since The Usual 
Suspects, it’s clear that McQuarrie's spent 
a great deal of time refining his already 
impressive ta lent at w riting dialogue. 
Even David Mamet ( The Spanish Prisoner, 
G lenG arry GlenRoss), who is no amateur 
at getting inventive dialogue on stage 
and screen, would be impressed by lines 
such as, I'm  not asking you to trust me, 
honey. That's the mark of a guilty man" 
and "Were not talkin’ about how long 
you're gonna live, we re talkin' about how 
slow you're gonna die."
On the down side, there are only so 
many times that Del Toro or Phillippe can 
spit out gems of wisdom like “Karma’s only 
justice without the satisfaction" before 
questions about the reality factor start 
to kick in again.
Beyond the craftiness with words and 
rapid-fire delivery, however, McQuarrie 
exhibits the same command of narrative 
that made The Usual Suspects so powerful. 
In the film's first half-hour, there is an
COURTESY OF ARTISAN ENTERTAINMENT
UNUSUAL SUSPECTS: Ryan Philippe (left) an d  Benicio del Toro (right) 
exp lode on screen  as  tw o rog ue crim ina ls  who k id n ap  a p re g n an t 
surrogate m other (Juliette Lewis) in the C hristopher M cQ uarrie-d irected  
The W ay o f the Gun.
unpredictable parking-lot brawl, a humor­
ous (and incredibly well-edited) assault on 
political correctness in a sperm-donation 
clinic, and an ultra-tense scene in a medical 
building hallway. There are few who 
could pull off the shift in tone so well, while 
remaining true to the facets of each scene. 
McQuarrie nails it almost every time.
The testament to McQuarrie's ability to 
handle such difficult narrative elements is 
in a car chase that breaks down the walls 
of tradition in the thriller genre. Trailed by 
fully armed bodyguards, the chase drops 
to five miles per hour as the kidnappers 
lead us through back-alley mazes and 
side streets.
Subtract the reckless adrenaline of the 
conventional car chase and the suspense 
remains, inten­
sified. Later, 
as the movie 
twists to its 
conclusion, it's 
this same 
desire to be 
daring and 
u n c o n v e n ­
tional that 
keeps the 
movie from feeling" stale.
The final facet in what makes The Way 
o f the Gun such a breath of fresh air is 
the attention to composition, something 
seemingly abandoned by a good number 
of Hollywood’s new breed of directors.
While some are concerned with rapid- 
fire, music video-crafted edits and flashy 
lighting and effects, McQuarrie carefully 
fills the frame with elements that give the 
story space to unravel.
When Caan and Del Toro meet for the 
first time, the shadows and subtle lighting 
define the scene as much as their dialogue 
does. Later, in the film's closing scenes, 
there is a closeness in the framing of the 
action that breeds a sense of uneasiness, 
anticipation and tension.
M cQuarrie’s The Way o f the Gun is 
a solid movie for all of the reasons that 
rarely apply to thrillers in the commercial 
vein.
He manages to get really impressive 
performances from Del Toro, who has 
more room to develop his character than 
he did as part o f The Usual Suspects 
ensemble, and Phillipe, who proves that 
he is more than just ano ther p re tty  
face. Lewis and Caan pull off interesting 
parts, and even those with supporting roles
(the glassy­
eyed young 
docto r; the 
shadowy mil­
lionaire and his 
bitter, trophy 
w ife; a p lo t­
ting body­
guard) weigh 
in heavily in 
most of the
film's scenes.
The plot spins with a remarkable sense 
o f control and pacing and the script 
manages to get you on the edge of your 
seat w ithout resorting to cliched car 
crashes, m irrored sunglasses, and big 
explosions.
After years of somewhat predictable 
thrillers, jt's about time that a movie came 
along to revitalize a tired genre and inject 
a bit of life into the old formula.
COURTESY OF ARTISAN ENTERTAINMENT
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Tans will Fade but Summer Music will Linger
By Simona Kogan
SlaffWriter
School's in session. That means it's time to pull on that sweater and zipper up that jacket. Wish it was still summer? 
No school work, no worries, just smiles, 
and sunshine. The air has dropped a few 
degrees and the wind is blowing harder 
then ever. Don't remember that great 
vacation you went on do you? O r being 
home and hanging out with your friends?
You wistfully turn on the radio. And 
then you hear it. That great song with 
the unforgettable beat that makes you 
remember the sunshine and the carefree 
days at the beach. The one you can dance 
to in the clubs, or sing along with in your 
room. You can still hear it ringing in your 
ears, reminding you that although now you 
may have to worry about the freezing 
cold temperatures, and the enormous 
loads of school work, there was once a 
time when you could kick back, relax and 
enjoy having fun.
So here they are, the Top-10 songs 
of the summer. These are the songs that 
defined the summer of 2000. Do they 
mean anything to you? You could have 
loved them or you could have hated them, 
but you couldn't ignore them. Instead, just 
remember them:
1. "There You G o ” - Pink. Pink came 
on the scene only recently, but she had 
a style and flair like no one else. Her 
first hit, "There You G o" had its own 
style, one that was just as in-your-face 
as Pink herself. From hip-hop beats, 
to the revenge seeking “I can get any 
man I want" girl-power lyrics, this song 
was definitely hot this summer and not
worth missing.
2."The Thong Song - Sisqo. The song 
became popular because not only did it 
have a smooth R & B and hip-hop flavor, it 
was also a song that spoke what everyone 
thinks about — SEX. Though Sisqo may not 
be the first to sing about the subject, he did 
it in a way that was more blunt than what 
most of us have previously heard. Thus, 
he brought "Thong Song" 
to the .forefront and 
it became a song 
that most everyone 
knows and loves.
3."It's Gonna Be 
M e" - N'Sync. You 
can't deny that NSync 
was a popular group even before they 
really hit it big with their second album. 
But that just proves that a band can get 
even bigger and better as they mature, 
which is exactly what happened with their 
sophomore CD. Their second single,
"It's Gonna Be M e" made even 
those who d idn ’t like N'Sync 
stand up and take notice. This 
was because the voices'fused 
toge the r p e rfe c tly  and the 
sounds were sharp for all those 
who love dance, R&B and the 
original pop sound the guys seem 
to be born with. "It's Gonna Be 
Me" became a big hit for the five 
guys and had airplay everywhere this
Slim Shady" is a proven fact that white 
boys can rap just as well as all the others 
out there.
5. O ops I D id It Again - Britney 
Spears. The teen queen came back with a 
vengeance this summer with her hit "Oops I 
Did It Again, a song that many say sounds 
too much like her other hit "Baby, One 
M ore Time" but is actually a more mature 
effort. "Oops. .. is a song worth hearing, 
because it has a beat that's as sharp and 
precise as Britney herself.
6 "Jumpin' Jumpin'' - Destiny's Child. 
Just when you think Destiny's Child couldn't 
produce another hit (they've already had 
four) they come out with “Jumpin' Jumpin," 
another one to add to the list of a string of 
hits on the airwaves this summer. "Jumpin'... ” 
had the characteristic Destiny’s Child sound 
that shows off four great harmonized 
voices telling the guys
T h a t  GREAT out there that they 
aren t women
summer.
SONG WITH THE UNFORGET- to be messed
with. Destiny's 
Child may 
have had 
troub le  w ith 
members in 
the past, but 
they've already 
proven that it 
doesn't stop them 
from making it big in the
TABLE BEAT THAT MAKES YOU 
REMEMBER THE SUNSHINE AND 
THE CAREFREE DAYS AT THE 
BEACH...99
4."The Real Slim Shady" - Eminem. 
Eminem is back with his second album, 
showing us that just because he's up there 
with the big boys now he hasn't changed, 
despite his sudden fame. "The Real Slim 
Shady" has hard-hitting lyrics that you can 
either love for their abruptness or hate 
for their insulting tones. You can say that 
Eminem is cruel for his lyrics that mock 
everything he hates, but you can't say 
that he doesn't have talent. "The Real
summertime.
7.lt’s M y Life" - Bon Jovi. Bon Jovi is 
no longer a thing of the past. Bon Jovi 
had their last hit in the early ‘90s but now 
they’re back and better than ever. "It's 
M y Life" is rock with the classic Bon Jovi 
sound. Becoming popular with every kind 
of music lover whether they go for rock, 
pop, or contemporary, "It’s M y Life" proves 
that a formula well-known in the ‘80s 
can be just as well-known in the next
two decades.
8. Zombie Nation this techno-dance 
hit could have been another one of those 
underground club songs that most people 
hear in clubs but never pay attention to, 
unless they are dancing to it. "Zombie 
Nation" is one exception. Something about 
the song and its electricity made people 
stand up and take notice. It was one of 
the few fast and electronically synthesized 
songs played in the summer of 2000, and 
you could hear it everywhere from the 
beach to the dance club. It's a powerful 
song.
9.1 Will Love Again - Lara Fabian. 
This popular French-Canadian artist has 
been compared to Cher and Celine Dion 
and it's all because of her dance hit “I 
Will Love Again," a song that everyone 
heard this summer. This song conveys the 
traditional message that anyone can fall 
in love again after heartbreak, but does 
so to a techno-dance beat that everyone 
will remember as part of the first summer 
of the millenium.
10. "Last Resort" - Papa Roach. The 
new group Papa Roach can be compared 
to Korn and Limp Bizkit because of their 
first song "Last Resort," which came out 
this summer and spent a lot of time on the 
radio. This song has everything to it: a 
melody that doesn t get out of your head, 
a beat you can rock to, and words you 
can always remember.
There’s been a slew of hits this summer 
and even though the weather wasn't the 
hottest it's ever been, that d idn’t stop 
people from flocking to the beach and 
cranking up the tunes, or making their 
way onto the dance floors. Tonight when 
you’re in your room under the blankets, 
remember the hot tunes of this summer 
and what they meant to you in the summer 
of 2000.
Movies. Art. Music. Literature. Theater. Dance,
Live concerts. Museum exhibits. Local clubs.
WEB SITES. VIDEO GAMES. ON CAMPUS EVENTS. 
P R O F E S S I O N A L  W R E S T L I N G
If you are Interested in any of 
hese topics, The Montclarion Arts and 
Entertainment section is interested 
you. We are looking for staff 
writers to do reviews, cover on campus 
shows, and write in rotation for our 
:olumns.
We re also looking for a resident 
:reative writer to showcase a fictional 
serial story each week.
The time commitment is as huge or 
3S small as you w ant to make it. if you 
want to  write only once or twice a 
Tionth, it can be worked out.
Arts writers need to be laid back 
and open minded. Must also be 
willing-to contribute story ideas from 
'¡me to time. Face*it, we re not going 
o know that you'd like to get into that 
:oncert for free unless you tell us.
Does it sound like Arts and Enter- 
ainment is for you? Drop us an email, 
ar give a call (we re available a variety 
af times during the school week, but 
jnfortunately, not on weekends).
Arts and Entertainment Columns for 2000-2001
*5*0, -  devoted to bands and
artists exclusively on independant labels.
Bloomfield Ave. - Local events in the Montclair area, theater, 
art, open mic nights.
Stuck in the Web - Cool and groovy things to see on 
th web.
WAR ZONE NEWS WIRE - SMACKIN IT »OWN The latest 
reports from the battle fronts of WCW and WWF.
1-RGtiLe.K FRGI2H - Highlights from the best part of the 
movie... the previews.
m s u a r t s @ h o t m a i l . c o m
9 7 3 . 6 5 5 . 5 2 4 1
P0.3
WMSQ
Top IO  cf  t h e  UJe e k
Í .  LeAA Than Jake - Pe^. Cone
2 .  UyPy. - li|¡e in  Genenad
3 .  Day IQ - 13 LegA
4 . Diggen - Monte Canlo
5. Catch 22 - heady NigkU 
4 . No ÜAe (¡o/t a Namfi - Mo/te..
7 ,  Ry. ßanAiU -  Haijyuay Between.. 
X. Reel Big FlaK - Keep youA Receipt 
y .  One Cod Guy - F/tom Downtown 
1C. Face Fi/at -  O ja  D e s tin y
J  Ú.CKJDE (2ND Leo 
ÜÜEDNEQDJIIJ 4 - 7  PM
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Music Festival Fills Montclair 
Park Air with Variety of Jazz 
and Reggae
wv . r > >-
By Christina Spatz
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor
The town of Montclair is well known for its artsy atmosphere, creative people and particularly it’s multicultural 
amalgamation of music. Last Saturday, 
N ishuane Park held a free  concert 
celebrating a sample of sounds from the 
Caribbean. Children were playing, lovers 
were dancing and Roots Reggae 2000 
gracefully resounded in the air.
A hot new local band C ate  And 
Shades O f Rhythm opened the pulsating 
three-hour performance. Combining jazz, 
reggae, gospel and even a trace of Latin, 
Cate And Shades O f Rhythm opened 
with the romantic number “I Think I'm In 
Love." Sporting a very relaxed jeans 
and Hawaiian-shirt look and long hair, 
dreaded Cate spilled out lyrics illustrating 
a la rge  portion  o f his personal and 
counter-productive experiences with love. 
As the song progressed swiftly into a 
contemporary reggae feel, the guitar solo 
strikingly led to a comparison similar to 
Steve M iller Band's classic rock hit "Fly 
Like An Eagle." One significant reason 
why Shades O f Rhythm differs from fellow 
reggae bands is simply because while 
other popular club-oriented reggae mixes 
tend to cover popular R & B tunes, classic 
rock and other genres are explored 
instead.
Fo llow ing the m odera te ly  paced 
warm-up number, the second, slower, more 
seductive-sounding song "Why You Want 
To Bring M e  Down," clearly revealed 
more of Cate's hidden soulful energy. 
Lyrics incorporating the idea "Don't worry 
about a thing 'cause everything is gonna 
be all right," evidently resembled the 
likes of the great king of reggae and 
peace-making Rastafarian Bob Marley. 
¡n addition, an angelic female back-up 
vocalist chimed in sweetly harmonizing, 
“Why you wanna bring me down/l never 
wanna touch the ground/Listen to the 
way they sound/ Why you wanna bring 
me down."
As Cate And Shades O f Rhythm's set 
came down to an uplifting close, the band 
abruptly altered their melodious jazzy 
rock direction, yielding toward a Brazil­
ian Samba phase. "This Is Flow To Feel 
Love" added a quicker drum pace, a 
stronger bass influence and Cate blowing 
a carn iva l-sty led whistle. To get the 
audience completely in the party mood, 
the singer even shouted out in the middle 
of the song, "We want to bring this to 
Brazil."
A half-hour intermission allowed the 
crowd to take a short break while the 
next band Shayar And KRooshal Force,
featuring A faya and Stormy took the 
stage. The band's leader Shayar has 
played music since the 1970’s addressing 
issues ranging from world peace to social 
injustices. When the band played Montclair 
Saturday, they were completing a two- 
month world tour.
Shouting out, "Rastafarian livin', children," 
Shayar made sure that everyone in the 
audience understood
\  can background the 
band stood for. Their
and dance because 
it held a relentlessly 
traditional, reggae-roots 
style. Fellow singer, and native Jamaican, 
Loraine "S torm y” Johnson g race fu lly  
promenaded onto the stone-built stage 
singing a few of the numbers off of her 
album Sweat. The very Erykah deeply 
smooth-sounding hymn dedicated to the 
mothers in the audience and an easy­
going party hit "Strictly Reggae" aimed at 
everyone who relates to the pastime of 
cruising down the street with their sound- 
system blasting and playing their favorite 
reggae songs.
When "Stormy" exited the stage, a 
23-year-old singer jumped on and sang 
some numbers with a quick change of 
pace. Anyone who enjoys the low-pitched 
vocals of artists Beenie M an will love 
Afaya. Starting off with "Vibration," the 
song reflected the idea of hopefulness in 
the world and giving praise to their lord. 
With lyrics like, "It's a blessing from the lord 
just to see another day. an enlightened 
moment grew among the audience and 
Afaya ended up pouring out his heart and 
soul. Without even a question, this was 
the pinnacle of the show's mesmerizing 
impact.
Furthermore, moving onto a more 
aggressive approach, Shayar took Afaya's 
p lace and a true po litica l movement 
entered into the croWd. During the song 
"Equal Rights," the phenomenal words 
"Equal rights and justice" were repeated 
until audience members joined in and sang 
along. Serenely, the ethnically assimilated 
listeners were moved and transformed by 
the band's performance.
Concluding their memorable set, Shayar 
And K Rooshal Force, featuring Stormy and 
Afaya, played a rendition with the common 
reggae cultural phrase "Easy Skanking." 
Surprisingly, a reggae perform ance, 
completely free of charge and short- 
numbered in a ttendance, eventua lly 
harvested to include people driving by in 
their cars to catch a glimpse of the talent 
and respect both bands presented. In 
essence, the only thing keeping the endless 
entertainment from continuing until sunrise 
was the rain. Be sure to catch another 
performance by Cate And Shades O f 
Rhythm tonight, Thursday September 
14 at Café Eclectic and prepare to be 
thoroughly edified, island style.
W ED N ESD AYS
• THURSDAYS  • 
LIVE SHOWS!
& *2°Import Pints
THURSDAY, SEPT. 14 11 PM START
THURSDAY, APRIL 27 11 PM START
T H E M
• F R ID A Y S  •
Special live Shows
11:30 p.m. Sharp ¥  s2°° Import Pints till midnight
FRIDAY, APRIL 28 11 PM START
R eno’s M en
FRIDAY, MAY 5 11 PM START
High School Sweethearts
•SATURDAYS •
Girls: Free Admission
D J Spins the Smart Dance M ix 
& $2°° Import Pints (before Midnight)
OPEN W E D N E S D A Y  - S A T U R D A Y  T I L L  3 AM
IT . ? : ' * ■ .  . _ J
Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. Nutley/Passaic Ave. exit, go 
right off ramp, go three traffic lights & make a left, (Van Flouten Ave.) Go to first 
traffic light, make a righ onto Broadway. Loop in on right,
37 3  B R O A D W A Y  P A S S A I C  P A R K ,  NJ 9 7 3 - 3 6 5- 08 0 7
Black Rob Fends
off Deadbeat Rap
By George Rush and Joanna 
Motloy
Courtesy o f TMS Campus
Rapper Black Rob has something else to yell "Whoa!' about: The mother of his 5-year-old son claims he's a 
deadbeat dad.
Ex-girlfriend Anita Speller, 25, says the 
hip-hop star (whose real name is Robert 
Ross) owes her $8,000 Tn support for 
Robert Ross Jr.
“He's a drive-by dad," Speller tells 
us. "He drives by to see his son for a 
few minutes every couple of months. He 
makes promises to buy him stuff, and 
then leaves.”
Speller says Ross, 31, whose platinum 
record "Whoa!” is a tribute to Yankee 
Derek Jeter, has been striking out when 
it comes to forking over his court-ordered 
check of $630 a month. The single mom 
says that he did give her $1,500 in cash 
last Christmas, but in the past two years, 
she's received only four checks totaling 
$4,725.
Black Rob argues that he pays Speller 
"crazy thousands" whenever he sees her. 
"My mistake,” he tells us, "is that I gave it to 
her in cash and I didn't get receipts.”
Ross, who spent much of the summer 
in jail on a charge of criminal possession 
of a gun, adds, "I'm trying to get my life 
back together. I love my son to death. 
She wants me to spend more time with 
my son. But I can't right now because I've 
got to go out on tour and make money 
to feed my kids."
Ross told us a few months ago that 
he had two other children by different 
mothers. Yesterday he said he’s learned 
he's the father of only one of those children, 
a daughter who, like Rob Jr., is five.
Speller says that she and Ross went 
out for five years. Once he hit it big, she 
claims, "He started cheating. He wouldn't 
come home. Other females started calling 
the house. He would disappear for a 
couple of weeks and then he'd pop up 
like nothing happened."
EAST END WEEKEND UPDATE
Black Rob might want to show he cares 
by bringing Rob Jr. to the kids' carnival that 
his Bad Boy Records boss, Sean (Puffy) 
Com&, is throwing today.
Puffy will have some grown-up fun on 
Sunday when he has his usually wild White 
Party. Whether or not his main squeeze, 
Jennifer Lopez, makes the affair, the guests 
promise to be a diverse group. On the 
list are M arita Stavrou-Miller (now legally 
separated from Indiana Pacer Reggie 
Miller), the 'N Sync guys (choppering from 
the city), Ben Stiller, Alec Baldwin, Ed 
Burns ... and Salman Rushdie!
LODGING A DENIAL
Michael Douglas' spokesman is denying 
a report that the actor and his fiancée, 
Catherine Zeta-Jones, will marry next 
month at a new 78-acre resort in Santa 
Barbara, Calif.
Rep Alan Burry suspects the resort may 
be grabbing some free publicity, just like 
the Scottish castle where the couple was 
previously touted to be wed.
"Isn't it ironic that that hotel is opening 
next week?" says Burry, who thinks it's 
highly unlikely that Douglas would marry 
Z'eta-Jones in the town where his ex-wife, 
Diandra, has taken custody of their former 
home. Burry says the couple hasn't decided 
where or when the wedding will be: "They 
would love to tell the world when it's all 
sorted out. They just had a baby. G ive 
them a breather."
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G oncertG alendar Saturday, September 16 Tuesday, September 1?
Thursday, September 14
M elv in  Sparks; Cotton Club, New 
York, NY: 212-663-7980
Bon Jovi, David Crosby, Don Henley, 
Glenn Frey, Graham Nash, Jimmy Buffet, 
Lenny Kravitz. M acy Gray, Sheryl Crow; 
Radio C ity Music Hal, New York, NY; 
212-632-4000
Friday, September 15
Bennys, Bullys. Charm School, Double 
Agent G irlfriend, G raveyard School. Lord 
o f the Dunce, N ova Express, Truents; 
CBGB's, New York, NY; 212-982-4052 
A y la  Yavin, K atie  Workum, Leigh 
Garret, Terry Dean Bartlet, Wax Poetic; 
Galapagos Art and Performance Space, 
Brooklyn, NY; 718-782-5188
Less Than Jake, One M an Army, Pollen, 
Suicide M achines; Roseland, Wantagh, 
NY; 212-777-1224
Album  Releases fo r  
September 12
Country/Folk- Various Artists: :Backstage 
At The G rand O le O pry
Jazz/Blue- Miles Davis: Blue Miles 
Rock/Pop- Jimi Hendrix: The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience (Box Set)
Urban/Electronic: LL Cool J: G.O.a.T.: 
The Greatest O f All Time
W orld/ New Age: Lila Downs: Tree 
O f Life
Black 47; Connolly's Pub and Restau­
rant, New York. NY; 212-867-3767 
B.B. King. Buddy Guy, Corey harris, 
Susan Tedeschi; Jones Beach Amphitheater, 
Wantaugh, NY; 516-221-1000
Faith H ill, Tim M cG ra w ; M adison 
Square G arden, New York, NY; 
212-465-6741
Barnaked Ladies, Town Hall, New 
York, NY; 212-840-2824
Sunday, September 17
Ted Nugent; Irving Plaza, New York, 
NY; 212-777-6817
Monday, September 18
Wilco; Bowery Ballroom, New York, 
NY; 212-982-6138
Emmylou Harris; Joe's Pub, New York, 
NY; 212-539-8770
movie Releasesfor 
September 15
Bait- Starring: Jamie Foxx, David 
Paymer, Kris Kristofferson, Kimberley 
Elise, Doug Hutchison. D irected by: 
Antoine Fuqua.
On The Run- S tarring: M ichae l 
Imperioli, John Ventimiglia, Drena De 
Niro, Nick Sandew, Joaquim de Almeida. 
Directed by: Bruno de Almeida.
Joseph A rthu r, The The: Bowery 
Ballroom, New York, NY; 212-982-6138 
Malcolm Holcombe, Wilco; Irving Plaza 
New York. NY; 212-777-6817
W ednesday, September 20
Joseph A rthu r, The The; Bowery 
Ballroom, new York, NY; 212-982-6138 
40 Below summer, Dizney Fist. Medizm. 
Point 4  Hope, Starbismus; Limelight, New 
York, NY; 212-969-8957
Disturbed. Fuel, Linkin Park, Vallejo; 
Roseland, New York, NY; 212-777-1224 
M acy Gray, Smash Mouth, Vertical 
Horizon; Continental Airlines Arena, East 
Rutherford, NJ; 201-935-3900
Allman Brothers Band, M a tt Abts, Phil 
Lesh, The Black Crowes, Warren Haynes; 
Roseland, New York, NY; 212-777-1224 
Run D M C ; Shine, New York, NY; 
212-941-0900
Theater Openings
“Shakespeare R&J, 12 M iles West 
Theatre C om pany, 4 8 8  B loom fie ld  
Avenue, M ontc la ir, NJ, September 7 
thru September 30. Thursdays, Fridays 
and Saturdays 8 pm: Sundays 3 pm. 
973-746-7181
So W hat’s Up T igerlily?
Hey, are you in a band? O r perhaps you work gt a cool place that is having a special event coming up soon off 
campus. O r maybe your brass ensemble is performing over in McEachern Hall. Whatever the case is, if your event
is related to the arts, we can list it here.
Tigerlily only lists events for that week (fromjbe Thursday we come out to the following Wednesday). For your event to get
listed it, it must reach us by the Tuesday before we come out.
Be sure to include the name of the event (who s performing) where it's being held, a contact number for readers to get
more information on the event, and the exact date it’s happening.
Send all information to the following email address:
tigerlilym sU @ kotm ail.com
SPORTY LIFE
Don't call her" Sapphic Spice! M el C „ 
the Sporty member of the insufferable girl 
group, is swatting away rumors shes gay. 
"I've got a lot of fans who are lesbians 
[who ask] when are you going to come 
out?" M el told London's M irror. "I started 
feeling guilty because I wasn't gay. I was 
thinking, maybe I should be a lesbian. 
Sometimes I wish I was because men are 
so [lousy]."
Meanwhile, band mate Victoria “Posh” 
Beckham and her soccer-playing husband, 
David Beckham, have dropped a legal bid 
to block publication of a tell-all book by 
Andrew Morton, pen-pusher for Monica 
Lewinsky and Princess Diana. The book. 
Posh and Becks, is based on the memories 
of the couple's former bodyguard, Mark 
Niblett.
The Beckhams (who happen to have 
their own book coming out this fall) 
have settled with Morton, who agreed 
to snip 300  offending words from the 
manuscript.
GROOMED FOR THEIR ROLES
Talk about a hair-raising role! Model 
Heidi Klum says she did not use a body- 
double in her new comedy, Blow Dry.
As we first reported in December, 
the model makes her movie debut as a 
woman who's having an affair with her 
husbands hairstylist brother. Hubby picks 
up on the fling when he notices that Klum's 
character has a new 'do -  and not on 
her head.
“It's a huge wig," Klum confesses to 
Movieline. “It looks really wild.'
As for her own grooming habits, the 
Sports Illustrated swimsuit goddess offers: 
I ’ve never waxed any part of my body. I 
am not into pain.’
Speaking o f hairdos, in his next 
movie, Down Under, Jerry O 'Connell 
plays a hairdresser from N ew  York's 
Bensonhurst neighborhood -- "a very 
straight hairdresser," he stresses -  who 
escapes to Australia after he doublecrosses 
the mob. O'Connell told us at Tuesday's 
premiere for his new movie, Whipped.
that he's doing research with barbers in his 
old Chelsea neighborhood.
"I'm getting back to my roots, quipped 
OConnell. "Pun intended.
ITEMIZING
G a rry  Shandling may be heading 
back to court soon. Massachusetts-based 
Analysis Group/Economics Inc. has sued 
the comic for breach of oral contract. 
Accord ing to the L A. Superior Court 
complaint, Shandling hired Analysis to 
consult on the $100 million suit he filed 
against Brad Grey, his former agent and 
the executive producer of the HBO series 
"The Larry Sanders Show," The two settled 
out of'court last year, and now Analysis 
wants its cut, which it claims is over 
$284,000
Got a hot tip? Send confidential e-mail 
to rushmolloy@edit.nydailynews.comCatch 
Rush & Molloy live on eYada.com weekdays 
3-5 p.m. EST.
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Mainstream Pop Icon Stars in Indie Film Tao
By Krista Stroebel
StaffWriter
The Tao of Steve
Jennipher Goodman 
Sony
f only there was a philosophical guide 
to seducing anyone of your choosing, 
even if you are "ugly" and "unsuc­
cessful" by conventional stan­
dards. Love and sex are 
two prominent ideas 
on the minds of all 
people, particularly 
college-aged people; 
yet these two ideas 
are also two of the most 
complicating in life. They're compli­
cating for most of us — but some people 
seem to have it all figured out, much like 
Dex, who lives by one solid philosophy 
known as the Tao of Steve.
The Tao o f Steve is an incredibly 
clever look at the sexual games played 
between men and women. Donal Logue 
plays Dex, a post-graduate 30-year-old 
slacker who does little besides meander 
around his apartment in a bathrobe, smoke 
pot day and night, and teach grade 
school part time. Dex is an overweight, 
unattractive jerk, who seems to view 
women as pawns in a self-gratifying game. 
Needless to say, he gets all the hot chicks 
that he wants, thanks to a philosophy he 
has coined as The Tao of Steve.
According to Dex, women want guys 
who are like Steve...as in Steve McQueen 
and Steve Austin (the ladies men in both 
"Hawaii Five-O" and The Six M illion  
Dollar Man, respectively). In order to 
be a Steve, one must follow the three 
basic principles:
1 Do not let her know you desire 
her.
2. Be excellent in her presence (at 
anything).
3. Know when to retreat.
Dex's calculating ways may land him 
all the sex he wants, but when it comes 
to love, Dex discovers that these rules 
simply do not apply.
At a college reunion, in which Dex 
sneaks into the library to have a quickie 
with his friend s wife, and where all his ex 
female classmates whisper behind his back 
about what a stud he used to be, he runs 
into Syd (played by G reer Goodman). 
She is an old classmate of his, one who he 
forgets (which creates a larger problem 
later on), who is going to stay with Dex's 
friends while she finishes a job set-designing 
a stage for the Santa Fe Opera.
Dex decides to target her as his next 
victim, yet when she resists him something 
goes wrong — he begins to fall for her, 
and the three basic principles of wooing 
a woman begin to crumble around him. 
This creates much of the conflict in this 
film, particularly when he breaks every 
rule out of the desperation that love has 
made him feel. He is intrigued by her, yet 
Syd is unattainable to him, particufarly 
because of an incident that occurred back 
when they were still in college, which 
Syd has carried with her ever since. Dex 
quickly gets on her bad side when they 
both realize that he has forgotten what 
happened between them, which brings 
Dex on the path to discovering what 
love truly is.
The Tao o f Steve is a first effort for 
director Jennipher Goodman, who teamed
up with writers Duncan North and Greer 
Goodman. The entire film is based on 
Duncan North, who would fascinate his 
friends by talking about all his exploits with 
women, despite the fact that he himself is 
overweight. The three teamed up to write 
the script based on North's conversations, 
and eventually cast Donal Logue (most 
known as the slob cabdriver in old MTV 
commercials) as the main character. The 
writing makes the movie quirky, with its 
incredibly witty dialogue that is filled with 
hysterical one-liners and verbal combat.
Dex's character is delivered by Logue 
with such charm that one almost forgets 
what a jerk he is. He teaches little kids to 
play poker at school, and he feeds his
dog whipped cream straight out of the 
can. The audience hangs on his every 
word because he keeps them rolling with 
laughter. It is refreshing to see such a 
well-written script directed and produced 
with the quality that the film was made, 
especially on the indie film scene.
Another notable element of this film is 
its score, produced and arranged by Joe 
Delia. The music is campy and playful, 
very fitting to the situations played out 
on the screen. Mixed into the score are 
variations of the "Hawaii Five-O" theme, 
as well as some great indie music played 
by unheard-of bands.
The Tao o f Steve is a must-see for 
everyone, not only for its laughs but also for
its practical look on issues that everyone 
deals with. It’s a wonderful introduction to 
the talents of Jennipher Goodman, Greer 
Goodman, and Duncan North as indie film 
directors and writers, and it will also make 
Donal Logue remembered for something 
slightly more credible than those cab driver 
commercials. It's also an indie film that 
anyone can enjoy watching.
So those who are not "into movies 
should not shy away from this one. It's 
charming story is an enjoyable interpreta­
tion of the realities of dating in this day and 
age, and how despite the communication 
gaps between men and women, love is 
universal, and even the jerkiest slobs can 
come to understand it.
You’re thinking, 
My first job out of college is 
going to make me rich.
We re thinking, 
“Until then, there’s 
PNC Bank’s Student Plan.
Free
Check Card
Online
Banking
Free In itia l 
Set o f 50 
Checks
24 hour,
7 day a week 
Banking
Checking
Account
Savings
Account
Just for fun, let's pretend your starting salary is less than a billion dollars. Won't you 
be happy you opened a PNC Bank Student Plan? With values like a savings account 
and a free PNC Bank Check Card and conveniences like 24 hour, 7 day a week banking 
and over 2,800 ATMs, we'll make sure you're well-prepared. To learn how, call PNC Bank 
at 1-888-PNC-BANK, stop by your local office, or visit pncbank.com. Oh, and if  you 
are making a billion dollars, remember: we're always looking for some new investors.
©  PTsICBATSK
MEMBER FDIC The Thinking Behind The Money-
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Blonde Redhead 
Undamaged
By Jeff Hill
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor
Blonde Redhead
Melody of Certain Damaged 
Lemons
f driving home from New York City required 
a soundtrack, specifically one that embodies 
t ie sound of its musical underground from the 
past two decades, Blonde Redhead would 
find its way into your stereo.
Ever since Touch N G o records signed 
this New York trio, the band has produced a 
spectrum of sounds relative to Sonic Youth’s 
ringing guitars and Fugazi’s rhythm section. 
In fact. Sonic Youth drummer Steve Shelley 
originally introduced Blonde Redhead into 
the scene. How is that for coincidence?
Not only is the sound New York, the 
band itself screams Greenwich Village. Its 
roster includes the shrilling Kazu Makino, and 
two Italian twins, Amadeo and Simone Pace. 
They met in a New York Italian restaurant 
and started playing in small downtown 
clubs to the college indie crowd. So now, 
even before you listen to the band, you can 
expect noise rock.
The fascinating thing about Blonde 
Redhead isn't how experimental they are, 
or how comfortably they fit in their musical 
niche, it's the amazing progress they've 
made since their 1995 releases La M ia  
Vita Violenta and the self-titled EP Blonde 
Redhead. This progress has not gone 
unnoticed. Blonde Redhead has opened 
for fellow Touch N G o indie stars Man or 
Astroman?, the world-famous Foo Fighters, 
and the funk/rock heroes The Red Hot Chili 
Peppers.
Blonde Redhead compensates for 
the lack of a bass player by using de-tuned 
guitars and straightforward melodies. Its 
musical arsenal is usually comprised of 
two guitarists (Amadeo and Kazu) and a 
drummer (Simone -- who occasionally plays 
a bass synth).
Although the musical void leaves much to 
be covered, the trio successfully delivers 
a broad range of tone and atmosphere. 
Their songs express an interest in morphing 
rock into classical/romantic pieces, while 
maintaining the enthusiasm to experiment with 
different sounds. The latest Touch-and-Go 
release M e lo d y  o f C e rta in  D am aged  
Lemons is a stunning portrait of everything 
the band has tried to accomplish in their 
existence.
A passive tribute to “no wave" New York 
rock band Television, the new pfoduct from 
Makino and company is the most accessible 
album to date. It touches up on previous 
Blonde Redhead ventures (1997's Fake Can 
Be Just As G ood  and 1998 s hit-and-miss 
In the Expression o f the Inexpressible). 
and adds a European feel that has been 
explored by such bands as King Crimso" 
and Radiohead.
or cre-
Elements of dance and club music 
enter the scheme on "In Particular..." anc 
the beautifully put-together "This is Not.” 
Makino’s exotic voice cuts right through 
the analog bloops and stinging guitars. 
It's almost Coltrane, in the sense that a 
diverse range of tone can be controlled 
by a single note in the human voice.
Makino also shines brightly on the 
blues-rock piece “Hated Because of 
G reat Qualities," which serves as the 
central theme of the album- simplicity. 
There are no guitar solos, no breakdowns 
scendos, just solid, haunting 
rhythms and classical 
progressions. The 
lyrics mostly reflect 
on relationships 
between various 
people, and prob­
ably within the band 
itself, since singer 
M akino  and guitarist 
Pace are a couple. And as previously 
m entioned, this album is a ll about 
the atmosphere, especially the night 
atmosphere, and to be even more 
specific, the New York City nights.
The album does have its low points 
however, and it's a shame that they even 
need to be mentioned.
Overall, M elody o f Certgin Dam­
aged Lemons is one of the year's most 
interesting albums to hit the underground. 
Amadeo's voice, although passive and 
emotional, tend to get lost in the mix of 
sound, and lose their effect. Even though 
the lyrics are doubled (recorded over 
twice), they leave the forefront at the 
most important times.
The simplicity aspect, although work­
ing for the band mostly, works against 
some o f the more demanding tunes 
like "Mother," and "Melody of Certain 
Three. The lack of volume on the power 
sections can be a let down. And the 
piano-oriented "For The Damaged," one 
of the more soothing Blonde Redhead 
pieces, is Beethoven's "Moonlight Sonata" 
in a different key.
Even with these little tricks, though, 
the album still comes across sincere. The 
beautiful waltz piece “Loved Despite of 
Great Faults" makes up for it all, simply 
by its masterful production of the odd.
It s such an eerie piece of music that 
its  almost unsettling... (in a pleasant 
way).
Blonde Redhead has a wonderful 
future in the waves of American college 
rock, and will continue creating solid 
work. The band is touring to support 
a new EP M elod ie  C itronique in the 
fall, and should be playing in New York 
sometime in October. The added bonus 
of a live Blonde Redhead show is getting 
to see Kazu Makino dance. It's very 
nice indeed.
For more information on Blonde 
Redhead, visit "The Kingdom of Blonde 
Redhead" on the Internet at h ttp :// 
www.chez.com/blonderedhead. There 
are some interesting press quotes and 
interviews that provide a lot more insight 
into the band than anyone has time 
for.
George Clinton and The P-Funk 
All-Stars Party Like it’s 1979
By Lorenda Knisei
Chief Copy Editor
Live from the mufha’ ship, on top of the chocolate milky way, the extra­terrestrial brothers, The Funk M ob -  
better known as The Parliament-Funkadelic 
All-Stars -  led by the godfather of funk,
G eorge Clinton, descended onto the 
stage of The Roxy in New York city on July 
10. With 500,000 kilowatts of uncut funk, 
the audience shook their boo-tays as the 
band's interplanetary beats did it to them 
in their ear holes.
George Clinton, also known as Dr.
Funkenstein, is still performing what has 
become the loudest and most flamboyant 
shows in the world. Decked out in multi­
colored dreadlocks and sunglasses that 
would make Elton John jealous, Clinton 
revolutionized James Brown's music form 
and turned it into a free-wheelin,' high- 
rollickin' religion, inspired by ‘60s acid 
culture and science-fiction.
In 1968, Clinton gave birth to the 
now legendary Funkadelic. The band 
blended elements of black rock in the 
tradition of Sly Stone and Jimi Hendrix with 
psychedelia, an acid sound influenced by 
Frank Zappa, and deep grooves of soul 
and funk. The tours were reminiscent 
of the outlandish live shows of the jazz- 
great Sun Ra. Members performed in 
freaky ca rtoon-like  coslumes, 
and outrageous stage props,
including a space ship, ^6 ...THE AUDIENCE 
used. Members
SHOOK THEIR BOO-TAYS AS
were
were known to disrobe 
on stage and Clinton was 
fond of running through 
the audience naked. The 
music was highly experi­
mental, while the raps 
and rhymes focused on 
social/political commentary.
In 1970, Clinton formed 
another band, Parliament, which was just 
as legendary. The band was freaky and 
extravagant, like Funkadelic, though less 
experimental and political. The music also 
leaned more toward funky and poppy 
dance than psychedelia. The band hit the 
R&B Top-Ten several times and sold more 
albums than Funkadelic ever did.
With the two bands existing simultane­
ously, Clinton gradually assembled a 
collective of over 50  musicians.. M any 
of the musicians also performed in both 
bands. In 1980. Parliament disbanded, 
followed shortly there after by Funkadelic 
in 19 8 1. Clinton has been touring ever 
since, as a solo artist and more notably 
with The Parliament-Funkadelic All-Stars 
or The P-Funk All-Stars). This line-up is 
composed of the best and brightest of 
Doth bands, and then some.
Clinton has, amazingly, not lost his 
unky virility after touring for over 32 
years. The man is a grandfather and 
was still able to play a five- 
nour-plus show at The Roxy 
this summer. With profuse 
amounts of smoke envelop­
ing the stage (some from a 
smoke machine, some from 
the wafts of a large amount 
of marijuana being passed 
around the venue), Clinton 
seemed to appear on stage 
almost magically. He began 
the show forthrightly, waxing 
poetry in a rap style about 
lis politics, which had much
G eorge Clinton phone  
hom e? P  Funk's style 
is way out there.
to do w ith his dream o f peace and 
harmony between people. He ended the 
rap with a chant, with which the audience 
joined in unison: "Rhythm and rhyme, 
rhythm and rhyme, rhythm and mutha' f"kin' 
rhymes. And he proclaimed "We re gonna 
party like it's 1979."
The band then 
launched into the well- 
known P-Funk anthem 
"Flashlight." The audi- 
ence s energy was 
just as explosive as 
the band's energy 
on stage, reveling in 
ecstasy and in awe of 
the god Clinton is. The live shows are 
not as extravagant now as they once were 
(however, Gary "Diaper Man" Shider did 
wear his diaper, and one male member 
performed in a wedding dress), but the 
energy is still there. This is because, to the 
P-Funk family, music is lifeblood.
And some of the performers at this 
show really were family, including Clinton’s 
son and his 20-year-old granddaughter 
who took center-stage with the sexy 
prowess of Foxy Brown, rapping her own 
original song. She rapped, "Something 
stank and I want some, something smell like 
a skunk and I want some." (The “skunk" she 
referred to was a nice fat joint.)
Another anthem that was played was 
"Give up the Funk (Tear the Roof off the 
Sucker)." On this song Clinton had each 
half of the audience join in singing two 
lines of the song simultaneously: "We Want 
the Funk, Gotta have that Funk" and "Turn 
this Mutha' Out."
The climax of the show 
was when “Cosmic Slop” 
was performed, which 
Clinton dedicated to 
all mothers. It was a 
wall-to-wall barrage 
of over 20 minutes of 
freaky-funky sounds 
and impassioned dis­
tortion. The amplifiers 
were turned up so loud 
that most of the audience 
members had to cover their 
ears. The audience members who were 
daring didn't cover their ears, but instead 
jumped around, head-banged and made 
the horned-god symbol with their hands in 
heavy-metal style.
The primal rhythms of "Cosmic Slop" 
are synonymous with what funk as a music 
form is about: the bass-thumping cosmic 
boom of the Big Bang, sexy secretions of 
the body, the boo-tay-shakin' vibrations of 
the cosmic dance — the glorious cycle of 
birth and death, and the smell that leaves 
us "standing on the verge of gettin it 
on." In other words, funk is about all the 
rhythms of life — the rhythms that start in 
the "Cosmic Slop" of the womb.
This is Clinton's spiritual view of the 
funk found in nature, which he expresses in 
the funk of his music. No wonder Clinton 
has the energy to play all night: he feels 
the funk in his bones and blood. The 
audience at The Roxy show did too. They 
partied along with the band until 4 a m. This 
was after an irate Roxy staff 
turned the lights on and 
tried to chase everyone 
out. Clinton led the show 
on for 45 minutes after this 
was done and hordes of 
jovial fans jumped on stage 
with the 18-member band, 
dancing in jubilation and 
smothering C linton with 
hugs. It’s doubtful that Clin­
ton and The P-Funk All- 
Stars will be retiring any 
time soon.
THE BAND’S INTERPLANETARY 
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So M uch for the  N ig h t l if e .
In an apparent attempt to give MSU students even less of a reason to stay 
on the weekends, the University is set to institute a new party policy for students 
living in the Clove Road apartment complex. The controversial new policy, 
which has been attached to the University's alcohol policy, states restrictions for 
groups of people assembling at Clove Road at night. According to the report, 
parties can only stay as late as midnight on Fridays and Saturdays, and,only 
as late as ten p.m. from Monday through Thursday. Not only that, but the 
hostfs) must physically register their parties 48 hours in advance. Furthermore, if 
alcohol is being served, there must be at least one "alternative drink" available. 
Like anyone will be consuming it if given the choice.
If you look up, you might catch a glimpse of the gigantic thumb that MSU 
is intending to hold you under.
Why is it so important for Clove Road residents to register their friends just 
because they want to hang out? Is the University so paranoid about potential 
problems that they have to clamp the proverbial iron fist down on innocent 
students who are just having fun? Clove Road apartments are not dorms and 
they shouldn't be treated that way. They were built off campus in order for 
students to have more freedom to do as they wish. Why then, should the 
University see fit to infringe upon that freedom? There's a pretty good chance 
Clove Road residents wouldn't like MSU residence life directors and RAs 
marching into their rooms like Gestapo soldiers and telling them they have to 
disperse because they’re making a racket.
If MSU is worried that the gathering of large groups of students will lead 
to troublesome behavior, the reasons for the implementation of this policy 
are completely ludicrous. So what if a group of students stays at Clove 
after midnight? Making them break up is just going to leave them with 
nothing to do. Then, there will be even more people out in Lot 28 at odd 
hours of the morning.
Sorry for sounding truthful, but college students like to hang out. Does the 
administration think that we just stay in all evening and study? Do they think 
students go to bed at 10 p.m.? Young people will be young people. If the 
University cannot handle something as simple as young adults who want to 
have fun, then they should not give students the option to dorm at all. What 
possible good is this new policy going to accomplish other than more boredom- 
induced tension on a campus where fun things to do are about as rare as 
good food in the Rathskellar?
No wonder this campus is so lively on the weekends. Theres just so much 
to do. One can just envision the circus barker with his top hat and cane 
announcing to all the marvels of MSU.
"Step right up! Step right up! Come one, come all! Witness the daring 
shuttle busses with their disgruntled drivers as they putter around campus in 
mystical ancient vehicles, right before they take their nine-hour breaks! Behold 
the mysteries of the Blanton Flail cuisine. Is it meat? Is it chicken? Is it even 
food? Wander the vast desert of blacktop at Lot 28, and travel to far-off 
places'like ..anywhere near campus!' Dance and be gay at the campus parties 
that are never held! Try not to scream at the sight of the MSU ghost-town, 
where not a single MSU student can be found, because there’s absolutely no 
reason for them to hang around on the weekends!"
Just what the hell is going .on at this college? A few complaints are made 
about strange figures in the middle of the night and all of a sudden MSU turns 
fascist? Bossing around Clove Road residents is going to do nothing to prevent 
problematic instances. M aybe if the University had a more effective police 
force there wouldn't be any need for concern.
The Voice of M on tc la ir Sfate University
Do  you fee l safe  on cam p u s  kn o w in g  
th a t M SU  p o lice  do  no t ca rry  g u n s?
“Yes I feel safe now. But 
I would feel sa fe r if they 
were able to handle difficult 
situations when they arise.”
M ichael Kazmir. S C A  president
“ I’ve been here for about a 
year now, and I haven’t been 
threatened yet.”
Shannon M u rry  theater
“Enough with the guns! 
My god! Don’t you people 
talk about anything else? I 
mean, it is an election year.”
D a vid  Corey, political science
“ I feel safe now, but I’d feel 
safer if more cops spanned 
a wider area.”
Jackie Mantegna, theater
“Basically, it’s the presence 
of the cops in the area. You’ll 
never see a cop w alk ing  
around on a nice day.”
Christian Bailey, biology
Do you 
agree with 
the Clove 
Road party 
-policy?
Call 65 5 -5241  or em ail 
M SUopinions@ hotm ail. com  
to respond.
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Critical Proposal 
Calls for Consideration
Since 1994, the year in which University police first requested permission to carry 
firearms, sworn-in MSU police 
* have responded to a total of 15 
incidents involving handguns or 
the threatened use of handguns., 
Not to mention an additional 36 
calls involving an assortment 
of other lethal weapons includ­
ing an assault rifle , hatchets, 
razors, kitchen knives and a motor 
vehicle.
There are 10 commissioned 
police officers currently employed 
at MSU. All have attended and 
graduated from police academies 
and are fully certified to perform 
any and all police duties. All are 
required to attend police-training 
sessions conducted by county, 
state, and federa l authorities 
throughout the year. A ll are 
trained and licensed to carry a 
firearm, and as a last resort, use a 
firearm to protect civilians. Most 
importantly, all have taken an 
oath to protect and to serve 
the members o f this campus 
community under any and all 
circumstances. Yet, w ithout a 
firearm, all are vulnerable -  if 
they are vulnerable then we are 
vulnerable.
As recently as the spring 
of 1999, MSU police have 
responded to calls that were of
the most urgent and potentially 
tragic in nature. In one of two 
alarming incidents that occurred 
at the Clove Road apartments 
that year, MSU police responded 
to the call cjf "shots fired" without 
the necessary means to protect 
themselves or the residents.
Despite the fact that they were 
not carrying arms, the officers 
that arrived at the scene were 
required by law to respond. Back­
up from municipal authorities 
would come, as in accordance 
with procedure for such 
incidents, but not 
before the sus­
pects were 
able to suc- 
c e s s fu lly  . .
6 6  T he p o t e n t ia l  a r m in g  o f  the
on duty from dusk to dawn; 
when responding to reports of 
serious crimes in progress; during 
emergencies, as determined by 
the Director of University Police 
and Security; during some special 
events, as determined by the 
D irec to r of University Police 
and'Security in consultation with 
the vice president for Student 
Development and Campus Life; 
when transpo rting  prisoners 
off campus and when assisting 
other agencies under mutual aid 
agreements.
Besides the man­
dated police train­
ing that MSU
POLICE OFFICERS O N  CAMPUS WOULD 
ONLY SERVE TO MAKE US SAFER... 99
flee the
scene.
T h e  
solution to 
this prob­
lem lies 
within a 
r e p o r t  
r e c e n t l y  
released by Presi­
dent Cole entitled "Equip­
ping the University Police with 
Firearms" which calls for the 
part-time arming of MSU police. 
M ore  specifically, if approved 
by the Board of Trustees, MSU 
police would be armed while
Frank
Fusco
police officers 
have already 
u n d e rg o n e  
and continu­
ally receive, 
those serving 
our campus 
as officers of 
the law  also 
undergo training 
in areas including 
community policing, 
cultural diversity, customer- 
service training, crime prevention, 
interview techniques, domestic 
violence, CDS/alcohol enforce­
ment, motor-vehicle stops, crowd 
control, and bias crimes. This 
additional training makes for a
more spe- 
c ia l iz e d  
core of 
I a w 
e n fo rc e ­
ment offi­
cials that 
are p e r­
haps more 
qua lified  
than local 
municipal 
police offi­
cers to
serve our unique community. Spe­
cific proposals included within the 
Cole report provide measures to 
increase communication between 
the campus community and the 
University Police that would work 
to create a better bond between 
students and police officers.
Currently, as mentioned in 
the Cole report, MSU exists as 
one of the only universities and 
colleges in Northern New Jersey 
that does not have armed police 
officers on patrol at least on a 
part-time basis. Among those that 
do have armed officers on duty 
are Essex County College, Kean 
College, NJIT, Rutgers Newark, 
UMDNJ, and William Paterson 
University.
The potential arming of the 
police officers on this campus 
would only serve to make us safer,
as response time to potentially 
tragic calls would be reduced 
MSU Police officers would then 
no longer have to wait for armed 
back-up of municipal authorities 
before proceeding, and thus criti­
cal situations would be handled 
more promptly.
The best way to illustrate how 
essential this proposal is, would be 
to offer the words of Patrolmen 
Juan J. Rivera as presented to 
President Cole on April 8, 2000: 
"In my career here at MSU I 
have been involved in dangerous 
situations here on campus that 
have put my safety and the safety 
of the campus community at risk. I 
am confident this proposal would 
allow us to do our job effectively. 
We are professionals who take 
pride in doing a job that we are 
trained and prepared for. Part of 
that training is carrying equipment 
that is essential for us to fulfill our 
commitment to protect and serve 
the community of MSU."
F r a n k  F u s c o ,  a  s e n io r ,  
is  in  h is  s e c o n d  y e a r  
a s  a  c o lu m n is t  fo r  The 
M ontc larion .
Peliicon s Brief
52 Years of Unjustified Dispossession:
A Complete Look at the Palistinian Refugees
During and after the establish­
ment of the state of Israel, almost 
800 ,00 0  Palestinian "refugees 
were created by a process that 
today would be described as 
ethnic cleansing. These refugees 
and their descendants are the 
largest and most persistent refugee 
problem in the world with over 3.2 
million registered by the United 
Nations and countless others not 
registered living close to their 
homeland. Israel refuses to accept 
responsibility for the creation 
of this refugee problem. The 
international community, which 
recommended the partition of 
Palestine, felt a deep sense of 
responsibility for this tragedy. 
Count Folke Bernadotte, the UN 
mediator, stated: “It would be an 
offense against the principles of 
elemental justice if these innocent 
victims were denied the right to
The M ontclarion  M ailbag Policy
return to their homes, while Jewish 
immigrants flow into Palestine (UN 
Doc Al 648, 1948)." This remains 
true today as any person with 
a Jewish religion can gain auto­
matic citizenship while indigenous 
Palestinians cannot return to their 
homeland.
The Right of Return has a solid 
legal basis. The United Nations 
adopted Resolution 194 on Dec. 
11,1948. Paragraph 1 1 states: 
"...the refugees wishing to return 
to their homes and live at peace 
with their neighbors should be 
permitted to do so at the earliest 
practicable date ..compensation 
should be paid for the property 
of those choosing not to return." 
Resolution 194 was affirm ed 
practically every year since with 
a universal consensus, except for 
Israel and the United States. This 
resolution is further clarified by
UN General Assembly Resolution 
3236 which reaffirms in Subsec­
tion 2, "the inalienable right of 
the Palestinians to return to their 
homes and property from which 
they have been displaced and 
uprooted, and calls for their 
return.” Hindering return is an 
act of aggression which deserves 
condemnation and/or action by 
the Security Council. Liability for 
consequences of violation remains 
with Israel. United Nations partition 
resolution 181 and Israel’s later 
admission to the United Nations 
were conditional on acceptance 
of relevant UN resolutions, includ­
ing 194.
Research not only shows that 
the right of the refugees is sacred 
and legal but also possible (i.e. it 
is a myth that Israelis would have 
to be displaced to allow for the 
return of the refugees). A study on
the demography of Israel shows 
that 78 percent of Israelis are 
living in 14 percent of Israel and 
the remaining 86 percent of the 
land in Israel is mostly land that 
belongs to the refugees on which 
22 percent of the Israelis live. The 
total number of refugees from 
G aza and Lebanon equals the 
number of Russian immigrants who 
came to Israel in the ‘90s to live 
in the homes of these refugees. 
What right brings in Russian Jews 
and what kind of peace deprives 
Palestinian refugees the right to 
return home?
It is our job as a democracy 
to rise up against the tyrannical 
forces of oppression, and show 
our support for those who are 
denied the very rights we are 
granted in the Constitution of this 
country. As human beings it is our 
responsibility to stand up for
the rights of those exiled in the 
name of injustice. On Sept. 16, 
2 0 0 0  the people of America 
w ill assemble on C apito l Hill 
in Washington D.C. in order to 
display their genuine concern for 
the Palestinian refugees. Franklin 
D. Roosevelt, one of the great 
forefathers of democracy for this 
country, put it best when he said. 
"Justice can never be bestowed, 
it MUST be achieved".
Free transportation will be 
provided to Washington. Please 
contact the Arcfb Student 
O rgan iza tion  for information 
regarding this event. Contact 
655 -772 8 , 594-9617 , e-mail. 
Hazin477@cs.com, or visit the 
ASO office at SC-124B.
Moustafa Hazin 
biology
president Arab 
Student Organization
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V ie w p o in t
To Improve Our Students 
We Must Improve Our Teachers
You don't go into teaching for the money/' If I had a dollar for every time I heard this, I would be retired 
a 24. Teachers do not make a ton of 
money, yet they have one of the most 
important jobs in the world. Teachers 
have w iped our noses, taught us to 
read, disciphed us, and shown us that 
the world never stops growing and 
therefore we shouldn't stop learning. So 
why are teacher-education programs 
rece iv ing so much scrutiny la te ly?
In last Sunday's edition of The Star- 
Ledger there was a front-page article on 
teachers pay, along with a breakdown 
of salaries for teachers in NJ public 
schools. This low-paying career seems 
to be changing. Because of the demand 
for new teachers due to high turnover 
in the schools, some people feel that the 
quality of new teachers leave something 
to be desired. This career not only 
has low pay but, according to The Star- 
Ledger, also low respect from people not 
in the field. Teacher education programs 
are being put under a microscope to see 
how their graduates perform in the real 
world. While it is important to look at 
teacher preparation, it's also important 
to understand that poor pay generally 
means poor teacher quality.
The problem is that kids in New Jersey 
feel the effects of this. If a public school 
in Irvington has low teacher pay, they 
attract less than desirable instructors and 
the students suffer. Low expectations of 
students equals low performance. The 
schools who need the best teachers are 
the ones who can't afford them. This, 
however, seems to be looking up. Because
Joy
Thom pson
of the high demand 
for teachers over 
the next decade, 
salaries will be on 
the rise. Even low- 
income communi­
ties, or communities 
who can't a ffo rd  
to pay top dollar, 
are creating incen­
tives to get the right 
professional they
need through sign- _______________
ing bonuses up to
$5,000. Remember though, since we don't 
go into teaching for the money, we have 
to go into it for something, right? Teachers 
teach because they have a burning in 
their belly to “make a difference," or get 
summers off, or indulge their passion for 
what they teach. While these reasons 
are valid, some students are still getting 
short-changed on their education. If New 
Jersey is cranking out top-rate teachers 
and salaries are rising across the board in 
low to high-income towns, then why are 
our students still suffering, especially in 
low-income neighborhoods?
Part of the problem in public schools 
besides teacher pay is the funding for 
schools. Jonathon Kozol, an education 
author, describes the formula for school 
funding in his book, Savage Inequalities. 
Basically, funding is determined by the 
taxes in your community. The more tax 
dollars you have, the higher "foundation" 
your school starts with. However, if you 
are in a low-income neighborhood, or 
an inner city where taxes aren't levied 
on non-profits like hospitals and halfway
houses, your "foundation" is lower. It is 
then up to the state to provide sufficient 
funds to those communities roughly equal 
to that of the "high foundation" schools. 
Unfortunately, the state does not adopt 
the "high foundation." Instead, they adopt 
a "low foundation” that raises the district 
to a level of subsistence that allows the 
schools to provide a "basic" education. 
That is to say, although the formula says 
funding should be equal,~t is far from 
it. Is it any w onder then 
that poorer districts can't 
get the people they so
despera te ly  need?
What really sticks me 
is that if you look at 
the tax percentage 
that poorer people 
pay towards public 
education, it is higher 
than that of upper- 
income communities. These 
people care enough to pay 
more tax money to education, but 
because they have lower incomes and 
lower property values, their school gets 
less money than the rich districts. With 
an election year on top of us, education 
again takes the spotlight. As well it should 
because teachers are in high demand 
as classroom size is on the rise. As with 
all politics it's 90  percent talking and 10 
percent doing. This issue needs 10 percent 
talking and ninety percent doing. Salaries 
need to rise. Teachers are people who 
devote their life to part of your life: your 
kid. If you want your kid to get a good 
education, you'll want the teachers to 
be happy. Teacher-education programs
6 6 tEACHERS ARE PEOPLE W HO
should be the least of our worries. We 
need to change the formula of tax-based 
school funding. We perpetuate a danger­
ous cycle by keeping it. The negative 
stereotypes of low-income neighborhoods 
and the realities of the run-down schools 
will never change if we don't. I sometimes 
think that rich people like to keep poor 
people down, keeping them in their place, 
and not letting them out of their cage. 
This makes sense because7 imagine if we 
all did get equal education, 
we would then have (gasp!) 
equal opportunity. New 
Jersey schools need 
to change and Last.
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And o f course it's 
related to money like 
everything important 
is. When you look 
at NJ schools, the 
d isparities between 
the rich and poor are 
growing. This is the one 
growth that must be stopped in 
order for all of our children's minds to 
grow and learn. And so, to the public, 
the tax payer and the voter I say, pay 
us better, change the formula, care for all 
children like your own and I think you might 
find fewer problems in our youth. Because 
if anyone deserves equal opportunity, it's 
our students.
Joy Thompson, an  English major, 
is in h e r fourth y e a r as  a columnist 
for The Montclarion.
Unqualified Teachers Now 
Lead to an Unoualified Youth Later
A s we all returned back to school this past week, I was once again reminded about the growing number 
of teachers lacking the skills to teach 
effectively. Like a tree rotting from old age, 
our education system has crumbled into 
near nothingness. The teaching profession is 
one of the most important professions since 
it deals with one key group of people, the 
future leaders of our country. If students 
cannot learn,what they need to know in 
order to be well-rounded adults, where 
is the future of this country going?
W hat is our country going 
to look like in 20 or 30 
years?
Action needs to be 
taken in order to fix 
the crumbling of this 
system. We need to 
recruit teachers that 
possess skills that are 
not only crucial to the 
classroom but also to 
living in society. Teachers 
that lack language, people, and 
motivational skills should not be sitting 
in front of the classroom trying to get 
students to master those skills. What 
people fail to realize is that when the older 
generation retire, the younger generation 
will be running our country for better or 
worse. These three crucial skills need 
to be emphasized into the classroom by 
teachers that have mastered those skills, 
so that students can go into the real world
prepared.
One of the most important skills students 
need to learn is language skills. If students 
cannot communicate effective ly, their 
ability to contribute to society is greatly 
hampered. If a teacher has not learned 
to speak English clearly and coherently, 
how can we expect those students to learn 
any kind of language skills? One of those 
language skills that students need to learn 
is concise and clear opinions. Students 
should learn to be clear and concise when 
stating their opinions, answering 
questions and offer com­
ment. In a classroom 
w here the teacher 
cannot communicate
Jessica
Bockhorn
T here are  s o m e  [ t e a c h ­
ers], W HO  WAIT IN ANTICIPATION OF
THEIR NEXT PAYCHECK, RATHER
THAN HELPING STUDENTS LEARN M O TI-
VATION. 99
gap?
effectually, students 
will never learn that 
skill. How can they 
argue an opinion 
effectively or learn 
a skill of any kind, 
if the class is in a 
constant state of confu­
sion due to a language
Another very important skill is people 
skills. Students need to learn how to 
deal with other people in a constructive 
manner. They need to learn how to express 
emotions appropriately and effectively. 
We cannot have, for instance, angry 
people taking there sawed off shotgun 
shooting people. The only thing that will be 
solved is population control, not the reason
for the argument.
To help stu­
dents learn that skill, 
teachers must help 
w ith  that d e v e l­
opment. The evi­
dence shows, unfor­
tunately, that there 
is a lack of atten­
tion on the part 
of teachers. There 
is a great deal of 
apathy among the 
teaching profession 
with this skill. M any simply just look 
the other way when a student gets an 
F in a class, while the student struggles 
emotionally as well as intellectually. The 
apathy then spreads to all persons in 
that environment. The end result is the 
protracting of learning, as well as, the 
increase of difficulty in communication.
What is the end result of this break­
down? Many violent events that occur 
nowadays in schools and elsewhere are 
due to the fact that students have not 
learned people skills. When this is lacking 
in an individual, it will increase the possibility 
of violence due to the fact that they do 
not know how to vent in a proper manner.
A final skill that needs to be taught is 
motivational skills. Students need to learn 
how to motivate themselves to do tasks. 
In the work force, managers and bosses 
expect their employees to meet deadlines. 
They need motivation to help achieve their
ends, due to the fact that not everything is 
easy. When a person cannot motivate him 
or herself the end result is laziness and 
lack of self-esteem. Here again, teqchers 
play a major role in developing this skill. 
Unfortunately, most do not. There are 
some, who wait in anticipation for their 
next paycheck, rather than helping students 
learn motivation. In other words, they do 
nothing more than bare minimum. How is 
that going to teach students motivation? 
Teachers need to be role models for 
their students.
This is not to say that nothing has been 
done to deal with those three deficiencies, 
however more has to be done. Students 
need to learn how to live in the real 
world or the future of this country may 
stand in question. We, as a people, must 
decidedon a course of action and then 
implement it. We have complained for 
too many years and now the education 
system is falling into a steep decline — a 
decline that will plunge deeper and will 
hurt this entire nation as a whole. Don't 
we owe it to the future generations of 
this world to have an educational system 
in which students actually learn about 
life?
J e s s ic a  B o c k h o rn , a  c o m p u te r  
science major, is in h e r first y e a r as  
a colum nist for The Montclarion.
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Pelican’s Brief
Student’s Challenge 
to SGA for 
Immediate Action
“I am so uptight about 
being called a racist that 
I refuse to separate the 
whites and colors in my 
wash.”
I hereby accept my nomination by 
popular demand. I make this plea to all 
students on campus. To petition myself 
as president of the SGA. E ffective 
immediately: on the grounds, due to 
ineffective government services and non­
existent results. I hereby challenge the 
president of the SGA to do something 
for the people -  simple or step down! 
Nothing personal, this is politics. The job 
goes to the individual that can do the best 
job! And that means me! Simple! I am a 
politician and a law student. There is no 
better candidate around here. I challenge 
you or anybody to do something about the 
food in the cafeteria, and the bookstore
prices. And if you can't do it, step down 
and let a 'b ig  dog roll. M y  options 
are simple! Take one! Remember the 
government means benefits. And so far 
the only one who benefits from your 
government is you. M y philosophy is this: 
Even in defeat you can still win something. 
It ain’t over till the fat baby sings!
Derrick Dillard
humanities/political science
-Dennis Miller
ouahts fo
et Your Poetic Voice be Heard
inion sect/on is accept poetry
for a literary collection to he publishe later in the semester. Any 
contribution would be greatly appreciated. If you have deeper 
thoughts that must be shared, or a voice that must be heard, submit 
your work (along with your name and contact information) to The 
Montclarion in Student Center Annex, room IIS , or send them to 
nons§hotri
For more information, call Jerome D’Angelo at 655-20)3.
© "ieMontclarion .September 14. 2000
college bookstore
e campus.com
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We’ve Got To Stop Those Damn Hippies
By Ben Chowderhead
Cranky Old Bastard
Damn kids and their loud rock music! 
Do you think decent people don't work? 
Knock off that racket and get to bed, it’s 4 
a.m.l I swear, those hippies never stop.
When I bought this house 45 years 
ago, I was proud to call it my home and 
everything was fine. Ike was in the White 
House, Jackie Gleason was on my 12-inch 
big-screen RCA, and the Red Menace 
was retreating, thanks in part to Joseph 
McCarthy. Everything was as it should 
have been.
Then, the hippies came.
Oh, God, those idiots with their long 
hair and their bongo drums and their 
Bob-Dylan whining! Shut the hell up or 
I'll call the cops!
It all started when those damn hip­
pies assassinated JFK. Our bold, young 
president dared to send a man to the 
moon, and that was his mistake. Those 
damn long-hairs with their non-rhyming 
poetry and their "Groovy, man’s kept 
talking about getting higher and higher 
and "8 Miles High." Those hippies wanted 
to get higher than the U.S. of A., and Jack 
was not going to let that happen, no sir. 
Peace, love, and happiness, my aunt's 
fanny. I tell you, the third gunman in the 
grassy knoll was oh the pot.
Sure enough, we lost Vietnam because 
of them. How the hell are you supposed 
to shoot a gun when some candy-ass stuffs 
a flower in the barrel? Nixon was on to 
them, and those namby-pamby hippies 
framed him. Hell, a hippie almost wiped 
out Reagan. Who's next? Gingrich? God
forbid!
You damn 
kids, turn off that 
music and cut the 
damn lawn! Are 
you bastards ever 
going to shave? 
Hey, I’m talking 
to you! If I see 
that damn ferre t 
of yours on my 
property again, I'm 
going to break its 
neck, skin it and
turn it into a rug!
The I990 's  were ruined by those 
damn hippies, and it's all because they 
got a hippie elected president. Clinton 
didn't inhale, my ass. Did you inhale the 
smoke when you were burning flags, you 
whiny little punk?
Now, everywhere you turn, you see 
evidence of the hippies. Look at this 
“Pokemon" thing. That little yellow “Peek- 
A-Boo" thing turned a nation of kids into 
nature-loving tree-humpers. And what's 
with this "South Park," huh? A talking 
turd teaching kids four-letter-words. Are 
you going to tell me a hippie didn’t think 
of that? And those “Back Street Boys?" 
"The Back Street Girls," is a better name, 
you bunch of make-up-wearing sissy-boys. 
Hippies! hippies, all of you! A shower 
never hurt anybody, you know!
Two years ago, a group of beatniks 
rented the house next door and turned it 
into a commune where they all live in sin 
and smoke dope. Since then, the entire 
block smells like incense. They constantly 
leave mountains of microwave popcorn
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ACROSS
1 Places for murals 
6 Wage-slave’s 
refrain 
10 Players
14 Furnish
15 Sea of Asia
16 Arsenal cache
17 Oklahoma city
18 Free turn at the 
wheel
20 Lascivious
22 Meg of ‘The Big 
Chill”
23 Eve’s grandson
24 Recipients
25 Fine, twilled linen 
29 J.R. of “Dallas”
31 Insect pest, 
casually
32 Dancing Castle
33 Overflow letters 
36 Loosened
38 Last Russian 
dynasty
40 Acquire
41 Sellers film,
“Being__”
43 Martini garnish
44 Hidden supply
45 "Emma" author
46 Actor McRaney 
49 Taiwan money
51 Marry in haste
52 Suffer with
57 Hikers' stopovers
59 Norse pantheon
60 Joint with a cap?
61 Central pari
62 Shiraz resident
63 Redolence
64 Part ot MIT
65 Drug cops
DOWN
1 Moistens
2 Marine leader?
3 Action break
4 "David an d__"
5 Astronauts’ rides
6 Prohibition
7 Bellyacher
8 Holm and 
McKellen
9 Contagious 
malady, briefly
10 Housing
11 More than 
enough
12 Grin
13 Curtis and 
# Danza
19 Georgia site of a 
Confederate 
memorial 
21 Printer liquid
24 Flintstones’ pet
25 Medicine
26 Top-notch
27 "Two Years
Before th e__”
28 Deed
30 Used to be
32 Eisenhower and 
Turner
33 Pique 
performance?
34 Travel about
35 Hot chamber 
37 African nation 
39 Gore and Capp 
42 Some poets 
44 Mine-laying
soldier
Solutions
45 Letters on many 
cars
46 Sticky-toed lizard
47 Large antelope
48 Juliet's beau 
50 Distressed 
52 School on the
Thames
53 Wife of Zeus
54 Danube feeder
55 White metal
56 Goddess of 
discord
58 Here, in Paris
bags and candy wrappers lying in the 
street. I have heard “Lucy in the Sky with 
Diamonds" and "All Along the Watchtower" 
about a million times each. Their damn 
ferret keeps pooping in my flower bed. 
Un-American Commie scum.
America, we've got to stop those 
damn hippies before another one gets 
elected president. Mark my words, you 
let another one slip past you and those 
liberal pinko bastards will ravage the 
women folk. Now put that in your pipe 
and smoke it.
And for crying out loud, are you long­
haired freaks ever going to fix that rusted 
VW van? Get that damn thing off the 
cinderblocks and out of your front yard! 
Christ almighty...
C M M  K O H C i m
CAttfrt H vStoM  »its*.
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T h e  Horoscope  
Never Lies
Mr. Panhead will not 
be featured this week, 
as he is temporarily dead.
^Horoscopes loucjit to you t L  ivee U ,
Tsunami's Trust 
Fortune Cookie, Inc.
S Ä
The roses were a nice
touch.
A S '
^ h e a d 7 1 d o =
Your wisdom work.
Scorpio
^ s r f y c o u W u s e
Sagitarios
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My Neighbor is a Major Toolbox 
And I’m A Product Of Public Education
By Craig "Baxman" Baxter
Part-time Video Store Clerk
Dude, like, man, my neighbor sucks. 
He's this old guy. I mean, it’s, like, man.
Hey, did you ever, like, watch 'Josie 
and the Pussycats?” Man, those babes 
were awesome! That Melody chick was 
a fox. Why can't real-life girls be cool 
like that?
Same with Daphne, man. Dude, tell 
me she and Velma weren't smoking some 
mondo cheeba-cheeba in the back of 
that van with Shaggy and Scoob, right? 
Hey, know what else? That's why Scooby 
loved Scooby Snacks man! He had the 
munchies man. All right! Woo-hoo!
Oh, whoah, you guys ever, like, watch 
a dog eat peanut butter? M y neighbor’s 
got this, like, Cocker 
Spaniel named 
“Ike," man.
D u d e !
6 6  I C AN  BE THE DUDE
Craig
BAXTER
baked bro! Then 
his dried-up stanky- 
ass owner yelled at 
us and stuff. That 
guy sucks big time.
Okay, this one 
time we were, like, 
watching “Pinky 
and the Brain," and 
stuff, and Voorhees 
was all like, "Dude, 
I know how to solve
this one time I did a monster hit off Dewey's 
hookah, and It was, like, that old guy next 
door was yelling and stuff. It's, like, man, 
how am I supposed to enjoy this Wacky 
when he's all, like, "Your damn ferret 
pooped in my flower bed"? Man, Rufus 
never got outta that cage. It was probably, 
like, some bird or something. Get your 
glasses fixed and go to bed, you old 
wheezer. That old guy sucks.
Oh, dude, you gotta hear this! So,
w e 
fe e d  
th a t 
dog 
a I I
THAT PUTS THE CREAM IN THE
Yodels. A lright m a n , I rock. Lo n g
Live the G rateful D ead H ey M a , I'm
IN THE PAPER. HEY BUDS, 5>5>
-H ip p ie  Fella
sorts 
o f . 
s t u f f .
The other 
day, ‘ like, 
whoah man.
That thing was nuts. It ate,
like, a bag of pork rinds and half a jar of 
peanut butter. Dude, he kept licking and 
licking for like an hour, man. That dog was
the world's problems!"
And I was all, like, 
"No way!"
And he was all like, 
"Yeah-uh-huh! Let's play 
Sonic!"
It was like, man, 
that little "Sonic-the- 
Hedgehog" dude is a 
total stoner. I bet him 
and Tails and that 
evil Dr. Roboto 
dude score some 
prime bud, man. 
Then when we 
turn off the game, 
they, like, light 
up.
Ever wonder 
what would happen 
if, like, the video game 
could turn you off? It’s 
like, whoah. Deep, 
man. Crash Bandicoot 
ditched us.
Dude, so anyway,
Captain RibMan
v e r t  p o u t ic a l  c a n d id a t e  a s k s  a  k e t  q u e s tio n  b e f o r e  s ig n in g  o n  t o  n e w  l e g is l a tiv e  p r o p o s a l s ..
like, this one time, we were in Toys'R'Us, 
and we saw this Barney bank, right? And 
it was, like, made outta clay and stuff. So 
I was like, "Bro, Barney Bong! We were, 
like, laughing and all that, but then, it was 
all, like, "Man, we should do that!"
A little five-finger discount scored us 
a Barney bank. When we got him home, 
we were, like, up all night turning that little 
pot-bellied freakazoid into a serious bong. 
Dude, check it out, you light his bellybutton 
and take a hit off his head, man! 
Dude, I love that little guy, man! 
He rules!
Man, that guy next door needs 
to, like, shut up. He keeps yelling 
about, like, get a haircut 
and stuff, but it's 
like, "Whoah, man. 
Don t start none, 
won't be 
none.”
Dude, 
let's go get 
some Doritos 
and, like, 
some Pop 
Tarts, man. And 
a pizza. And 
some C hef 
Boyardee Beefaroni, 
man. Hey, you know 
what else we should get? We 
should, like, try to score some of those 
hairy pink marshmallow snowball 
things. Those things rule! Hey, don't 
grind that! That roach ain't stomped 
yet! You, my friend, have a lot to 
learn. Here, let a pro show you how 
to do that, man.
M y neighbor is a major toolbox.
by John Sprengelmeyer & Rich Davis
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"WHOSE 
UNDERWEAR 
IS THIS?"
k _______
"WHAT AM I 
DOING IN 
VEGAS?"
"WHEN DID 
I BECOME A 
SCIENTOLOGIST?"
"HOW DID I 
END UP DEAD?"
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classifieds
ch ild  care wanted
C hildcare  W anted: Two boys, near 
campus in Montclair; one afternoon/ 
week 4-7 p.m.; must drive; $ 10/hr. 
973-509-2132._______________________
Wanted: Loving, responsible, experi- 
enced, playful babysitter for 2 wonderful 
boys, (ages 3 and 8_jrionths) Prefer 3 
days per week, flexible hours, and some 
Saturday nights. Driver's license and 
references required. Call 973-509-9703 
before 9 p.m._________________________
Childcare needed: Monday + Wednes- 
day 3-6:30 p.m. and some evenings. 
Primary care for 6-year-old boy, minimal 
care for brothers 11 and 13. Driver’s 
license & love of children a must. Refer- 
ences required. Call 973-746-2517.
After school childcare needed for two 
girls 6 and 10. Must have own car and 
be a non-smoker. W ednesdays and 
Thursdays 3:30 - 6:30 p.m., maybe some 
evenings. Please call 973-783-0303.
Shadow/Aide needed for 2 1/2 year-old 
at his preschool. Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings. Prefer early childhood or 
special education majors. Position can 
qualify for credits. Call 201-569-4964 
for details.____________________________
Wanted: loving care for a fun four year 
-old in Montclair on weekday afternoons. 
Driver’s license and references required. 
Call 973-509-6049.___________________
Babysitter wanted: Looking for reliable 
and punctual person babysitting 1, 2, 
mornings. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 
8:30 to 12 p.m. Non-sm oker, need 
own transportation. Please call ASAP. 
973-239-8013._______________________
Babysitter needed in Verona home. 
2 Children, ages 2 and 4. Tuesday 
and/or Thursday mornings approximately 
9-11:30 a.m. Non-smoker. Must have 
own car. Call Judv at 973-239-9850.
A fte r-schoo l ch ildcare  needed two 
afternoons per week from 3-6 p.m. Two 
boys. Days are flexible. Competitive 
wages offered. Good references and car 
desirable. Please contact Eve Allen at 
973-509-0229._______________________
After-school babysitter wanted: Energetic 
babys itte r wanted fo r one or more 
weekday afternoons in Upper Montclair 
to assist 5th grader with homework, 
arrange play-dates and drive to after­
school activities. Must have own car. 
Call 973-275-2391 before 5 p.m. or 
973-744-7698 after 7:30 p.m.__________
Tutor/companion wanted for 11 year 
-old 6th grade boy in my Upper Mont­
clair home. Monday - Thursday, 2:30 - 
6:30 p.m. Some driving and references
required, $15/hr. Call 973-746-5652 25-30 hours. Madeline: 973-744-8262.
evenmas.
Position available. Looking for in-home
Livingston family looking for child care 
for two boys ages 4 and 10. Must have 
driver’s license. Before and after-school 
hours. Please call Lina. 973-533-0781.
child-ca^e help. Child stud ies/ch ild  
development preferred. Monday through 
Thursday. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. (can 
be flexib le  w ith hours) Call D iane: 
973-509-8176.
Montclair fam ily seeks experienced 
babysitter for 2 boys, ages 1 and 3 
1/2. Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 
afternoons, 3-7 p.jri. grad students, 
undergrad, early childhood majors, or 
interest preferred. Must have references. 
Call Laura. 973-783-7096.
Room and board in exchange for 12 
hours child care per week for two chil­
dren, ages 11 and 14. Must have driver’s 
license. Call 973-783-0312 for details.
Babysitter needed Monday and/orTues-
day afternoons for 3-year-old girl. Ref-
Looking for a mature, responsible indi­
vidual who loves children. Need indi­
vidual to pick up child at Nutley 
school and bring her home from 5-7 
p.m. Monday through Thursday. Refer­
ences required. Please call Patricia. 
201-280-7283.
erences required. Experience with 
toddlers preferred. Weekend evening 
hours also available. Call Maureen at 
973-655-1030.
After school care 2:30-7:30 Tuesdays 
and Fridays. Located near MSU. Car
required. Reliability and References a
Looking for P/T warm, reliable babysitter 
after school for my 3 year-old daughter 
from  2:30-6:30 p.m., 3 days/week. 
Non-smoker, valid d rive r’s license, 
references required. Leave message at 
973-509-7455.
must. 973-655-8066.
Childcare needed after school, Monday- 
Friday, 3-7 p.m. in West Orange for two 
girls ages 8 and 12. Start immediately. 
Responsibilities include driving my car
to pick up children from school and
Top pay for warm, organized, responisble 
person. Help 8-year-o ld  tw ins with 
homework, drive them to activities, and
driving them to activities, helping with 
homework, and preparig dinner. Call 
Renee at 973-669-8163.
supervise play-dates. Monday through 
Friday, 3-7 p.m. References, clean driv­
ing record, and good English required. 
Call days at 201-417-2552 or nights at 
973-509-2490.
We’re seeking reliable, responsible, 
non-smoker sitter for after-school care of 
two great Montclair kids, 7 and 5. Must 
have own car, perfect driving record,
references. 3-4 days a week. Good pay.
Triplets. Mother of 2-year-old boys needs 
someone to help her with their care in 
Upper Montclair home. Monday though 
Thursday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. are the hours 
that need to be covered, but arrange­
ments for two P/T persons possible. 
Driver’s license and car required. 
Position begins ASAP. Call A llie  at 
973-783-2969.
Leave messaae at 973-655-0778.
Upper Montclair couple is looking for 
babysitting resources for sporadic week- 
night afternoons starting at 3 p.m. and 
extending into the evening, and some 
weekend nights for two girls: one 8 years 
old and one 16 months. Must drive and 
be experienced with babies. Please call
973-783-3116.
11-year-old boy/girl twins in Montclair
need looking after Wednesdays, approxi­
mately 2-6:30 p.m. Help with homework, 
etc. Car, references necessary. Perfect 
for colleae student. 917-783-5809.
Babysitter wanted for two great kids 
ages 4 and 9. Three days/week 
from 2:45-6:30. Can be flexible, must 
have own car. $7/hour. Please call 
973-655-9217.
Part-time position. Two days per wepk.
W ednesday and Friday, 3-8 p.m. in 
Ridgewood. Must be responsible person 
with experience, references, and a good 
driving record. $10 per hour. Call Beth 
Porto at 201-612-2187
Child care: 10-15 hours per week for 
infant and 4 year-old. Flexible sched­
ule, convenient location. References 
reauired. Call Anne at 973-509-8558.
1 h e lp  w a n te dAfter-school sitter for 10 and 12 year- 
old in our Glenn Ridge home Monday 
through Thursday. Own transportation. 
Non-smoker. References required. Gen­
erous wages. Please call 973-743-6496 
after 5 am .
Models. Women 18 and older for outdoor 
test shoot. Tasteful nudity. Will exchange 
pictures for modeling. No experience
necessarv. 973-365-4054.
Experienced p/t nanny wanted for 9 
month-old and some time with 3 1/2 
year-old. Flexible hours. Must be creative, 
enjoy outdoors, own transportation.
Seeking students to teach language to 
our 5-year-old autistic child using verbal 
behavior techniques and ABA.Teaneck- 
Hackensack area, Bergen county. Call 
Cesar at 201-488-4917.
After School Help Wanted
Looking for a non-smoker who is of high moral values and
is very responsible.
Position 1 - Seeking a very safe and responsible driver to 
pick up my 10 year old at a Livingston, NJ school and 
bring him to our home in Teaneck, NJ. School ends in 
Livingston at 3:45. Additional work in Teaneck available if 
desired. Hours flexible.
Position 2 - Seeking a very responsible and kind coach/ 
tutor to work with my son after school in Livingston 3:45
- 5:30 M, T, W
Please fax resume and refferences to (201) 287-0792 
You can also leave a message at (201) 314-6194 
Positions available immediately
Health food store: P/T clerk, Friday and 
Saturday position available. Nutrition
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experience helpful. Cranford, N.J. loca- 
tion. 973-709-0247.___________________
Photo lab/retail store looking for part- 
time help. Will train. Apply in person. 
M agicolor Photo. 227 Bellevue Ave, 
Upper Montclair. NJ. ______________
Upper Montclair area. Minutes away 
from campus. Part-time secretarial work. 
Light billing, filing, answering phones. 
Flexible hours. Please call Rich Hingos. 
973-783-1114._______________________
We're looking for a few good people!!! 
The Sportz Bar and Grille located at the 
Ramada Inn in Fairfield is in search of 
energetic, high-spirited individuals to join 
our team! Good shifts available. Flexible 
schedule. Opportunities available for 
cocktail servers, barback, doormen, and 
banquet staff, as well as bar manager. 
Call 973-575-1531 or apply in person. 
We’re located just off of Route 46 West, 
jus t past the W illowbrook mall, just 
minutes away from the University!
Earn Cash! Bennigan’s in Fairfield is now 
hiring waiters, hosts & bartenders. Come 
work in a great environment. Flexible 
scheduling. Apply in person 2-4 p.m., 
7 days. Bennigan’s, Route 46 E. at Pas­
saic Ave. next to the new Target store. 
973-882-0162._______________________
Tutor, M onday 7-8:30, 6th and 3rd 
grade math, 2nd grade ILA. Livingston. 
973-535-1494. $8 per hour. E-mail intro­
duction letter to:
sherryrappaport@home.com.The salary 
is slightly negotiable. What’s the going 
rate for a tutor these davs?____________
Earn up to $11 an hour. Seeking enthu­
siastic individuals to join our dynamic 
fundraising team! No cold calling. Nightly 
incentive/referral bonuses offered. Flex­
ible day, evening and weekend hours. 
Located near W illowbrook Mall. Call 
Jonathan after 1 p.m. at 973-575-9196.
S pring Break
Spring break 2001: Jamaica, Cancún, 
Florida, Barbados, Bahamas, Padre. 
Now hiring campus representatives. 
Earn 2 free trips. Free meals. Book 
by November 3. Call for free info or 
www.sunsplashingtours.com . 1-800- 
426-7710.____________________________
Spring Break 2001: Hiring on-campus 
representatives. Sell trips, earn cash, go 
free! Student travel services. America’s 
#1 student tour operator. Jamaica, 
Mexico, Bahamas, Europe, Florida. 1 -800- 
648-4849. www.aosprinabreak.com.
For Sale
Wheel deal: ‘93 Ford Escort 5-speed. 
65k, new brakes, newer tires, well 
maintained. Hauls lots of stuff but fits 
in small parking spaces! Asking $3800,* 
Call 973-744-6913.___________________
Recumbent stationary boke. Excellent 
condition. $200. Call Diane: 
973-509-8176._______________________
M iscellaneous
For a good time...Save $, free stuff! 
Nightlife guide to clubs, bars, and par­
ties. www.StateofMind.TV... Every event 
should have a State of Mind, does yours? 
Fraternities/Sororities, advertise your 
events!_______________________________
Upper Montclair room in quiet neighbor­
hood for mature or graduate student. 
Kitchen, laundry, parking, phone outlet. 
One block to NY & city buses. $430 per 
month. Mr. Richardson. 973-744-2433. 
973-746-6173._______________________
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T im e  is  R u n n in g  O u t!
Become an ADMISSIONS AMBASSADOR today!
t
Job Duties:
• Act as a public relations representative o f  Montclair State
• Assist in the recruitment o f quality students
• Lead daily campus tours and scheduled appointments
• Perform office duties as assigned
Qualifications:
• Montclair State students who have a cumulative GPA o f 2.5 or 
higher and are:
• Enthusiastic
• Articulate
• Personable
• Reliable
A Wonderful Opportunity to:
• Represent your University
• Gain valuable experience for your resume
• Improve your leadership skills
• Earn extra money by working 10 hours per week
• Meet new people
Call or stop by the Admissions Office today 
and find out how to become a member o f our team!
973-655-5322/Russ Hall
Repeat?
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MONEY CAN SEPARATE EVEN THE BEST OF FRIENDS.
The United Negro College Fund helps thousands of deserving students 
go to college. But for every one we help, there's one we can't. Not without 
the funds. With your generous donation you can help ensure that 
everyone who should go to college does, including the best of friends.
Support The United Negro College Fund. 
A Mind Is A Terrible Thing To Waste.
Call 1 800  332-UNCF.
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Jason Taggart, defensive back, M ark Hall, 
and wide receiver, Rashon Moore> The 
other two ineligible players are would-be 
starters John Green, an outside linebacker, 
and defensive back Jaison Frazier.
“I would hope that they would feel 
disappointed in themselves,” says Giancola. 
“I feel sorry for them, but it’s a hard lesson 
learned that they’ll have to deal with. The 
unfortunate thing is that we as a program 
will suffer, but we have to tighten our 
belts, move forward, and do the very best 
that we can.”
Certainly all five of these players would 
have made this team better, but to what 
degree, we ll never know.
That isn’t the only adversity this team 
will face.
"Last year we were fortunate not to 
suffer any major injuries and have pretty 
much the same units in tact throughout 
the year," adds Giancola. “Our short-term 
goal for this year was to come out of 
camp healthy."
Unfortunately for the Red Hawks, that 
is a far cry from what has been one 
of the worst years as injuries go and 
much like the inéli­
gibles, these play­
ers would have 
been key contribu­
tors.
The offense has 
taken a huge hit 
with Nick Knapp, 
the starting fullback 
possibly tea ring  
his ACL and Joe 
D’lorio, Lewis’ heir 
apparent, suffering 
from a severe 
case o f asthma.
Also, no one could 
have p red icted 
that wide receiver,
M ike  O rlando , 
would have gotten 
into a car accident.
Last, but not least, 
probable starting 
tackle, Nick G re ­
gorio, fractured his 
hand. So this team 
has got to fight an 
uphill battle to over­
come these obstacles.
Yet they have kept the faith throughout 
camp.
“Our biggest strength is our attitude,” 
asserts G ianco la . “They [the players] 
feel like they’re going to be very good 
and have worked hard to make that a 
reality.
“While we may be undersized as a 
football team in general, our speed, hustle 
and understanding of concepts will make
up for it.”
There are some bright spots on this 
team although it hasn't been easy to see 
early on this year.
With Lewis gone and D’lorio out, this 
team needed a tailback and that’s where 
Laquan Majette, a transfer from Rowan 
comes in. He had an impressive camp and 
will be the feature back. Keith Migliorino, 
who spent time on special teams last 
season, will be playing inside linebacker 
now and Maurice Green should also be 
noticeable on the defense.
Anthony Vitale is the team's new center 
and has shown early that he is capable 
of being the field leader when it comes 
to the offensive line. Only time will tell 
whether these bright spots outweigh the 
negatives.
Throughout the hard times, the goals 
for 2000 remain the same. While every 
team is always concerned with getting 
off to a good start, the coaching staff 
has higher expectations than just winning 
the first game.
"We want to repeat as NJAC Cham­
pions and get the automatic playoff bid that 
comes with it," empha­
sizes Giancola.
O f course last 
year’s Red Hawks 
were a veteran team 
going into camp which 
is not true of this 
year’s version. One 
aspect of the team 
that remains the same 
is the kicking game, 
but that’s about it. The 
Red Hawks boast a 
mixed defense, half- 
veteran, half-new. The 
offense has skilled 
players returning, but 
a young, untested 
offensive line.
"I’ve told my offen­
sive line that I have 
about two-and-a-half 
weeks to turn them 
into a veteran line,” 
says Giancola.
To win, a team 
has to be injury free 
and have a little luck. 
So with the large number of downed Red 
Hawks to go with the ineligible players, 
it would seem that this year's team will 
have some problems.
However, the players on this team will 
not be worrying about the players they 
don't have when they play their first game 
this Saturday against Delaware Valley; the 
leaders of this team won't allow it.
Four captains have been chosen by 
the players to lead this team to victory
F o rm e r w ide re c e iv e r R ashon  
M o o re  is one o f five ineligible 
p la y e r s  th a t  d id  n o t c o m m it to  
m aking  this year's team .
along with the coaching staff. Defensive 
lineman, Kevin “Kid Kelly and Carlos 
Bolanos, wide receiver, John Rodriguez, 
and defensive back, Vic M e  see, w ill 
be expected to rally the troops every 
game.
“I feel honored that my teammates 
think highly of me," says Kelly.
He and the other captains are 
respected for their playing ability, team 
leadership, work ethic, and citizenship. 
The four are different in the way they 
perform their duties. Rodriguez is the 
most vocal while Kelly will say less, but 
lead by example. Bolanos and Mesce 
fit somewhere in between 
being very vocal and lead­
ing with quiet intensity.
“That's good because 
everyone can relate to one 
of them," says Giancola.
"I don't usually like four 
[captains] but if the players 
believe strongly in them 
being the top four guys that 
they want, then I would 
never penalize them.”
As far as D elaw are 
Valley goes, MSU hasn't 
played them since the late 
50 's  to ea rly  6 0  s. The 
coaching staff knows very 
little about this new adver­
sary and can only re ly  
on the tapes they have 
watched to prepare.
"I don't like playing a 
brand new opponent," says 
Giancola. W ell try to go 
into the game off of what 
we've seen on the tapes 
and do what we do well,
making adjustments accordingly.
The 1999 Red Hawks played well 
in pressure situations and won some 
big games on the road. They were also 
sharp with picking up adjustments. They 
exemplified a championship team because 
they were able to triumph' in the face 
of adversity.
W ith nine key p layers in jured or 
ineligible to go along with thos£ graduates 
of the program, the 2000  Red Hawks 
will have to do much of the same if it 
has any hopes of repeating as NJAC 
Champions.
Veteran defense hopes to keep the opposition 
on lock down.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -
Five Questions for 2000
0  How long will it take the offensive line 
to ¡ell? *
0  Can they overcome a roster depleted 
by key injuries and ineligible players?
0  Can Laquan Dajette carry the load at 
tailback?
0  Who will step up to replace Dan Rella 
* at tightend?
£  How will they fair under pressure?
V________________________________________________________J
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1999 O ve rvie w
A Look Back at Last Year
1999 Football Team Statistics
S C O R IN G M S U O p p
Points per G am e 355 240
First Downs 32.3 21.8
Rushing 211 163
Passing 84 64
Penalty 109 73
RUSHING  YARDAGE 18 26
Yards Gained 1609 1133
Yards Lost 1957 1566
R ushing A ttem pts 348 433
Avg. Per Rush 415 426
Avg. Per G am e 3.9 2.7
T D ’s Rushing 146.3 103.0
PASSING YARDAGE 21 16
A tt-C om p-ln 2470 1552
Avg. Per Pass 336-172-15 303-127-15
Avg. Per Catch 7.4 5.1
Avg. Per G am e 14.4 12.2
T D ’s Passing 224.5 141.1
TOTAL O FFEN SE 19 9
Total Plays 4079 2685
Avg. Per Play 751 729
Avg. Per G am e 5.4 3.7
KICKO FFS
N um ber o f Returns/Yards
370.8 244.1
R eturn Avg. 41-769 59-985
PUNT R ETU RN S  
N um ber o f R eturns/Yards
18.8 16.7
R eturn Avg. 47-494 26-265
IN TER C EPTIO N S  
N um ber o f Ints/Yards
10.5 10.2
R eturn Avg. 15-126 15-191
FU M BLES / LO ST 8.4 12.7
PENALTIES / YDS 0-13 17-13
Avg. Per G am e 120-1042 77-672
P U N T S /Y D S 94.7 61.1
Avg. Per Punt 65-2083 81-2868
Net Punt Avg. 32.0 35.4
TIM E OF PO SS ESSIO N  
PER GAM E
28.0 29.3
B Y  Q U A R T E R
M o n t c l a i r  S t a t e  7 7 1 1 4 8 7  7 7 3 5 5
O p p o n e n t s  3 2 8 4 6 2  6 2 2 4 0
From Start to Finish
Coach Ciancola's Impact
Y E A R R E S U L T R E C O R D
1 9 8 3 N J A C  T R I-C H A M P IO N S 7 -2 -1
1 9 8 4 N J A C  C H A M P IO N S 7 -3
1 9 8 5 N J A C  C H A M P IO N S  
N C A A  P L A Y O F F S  (1 -1 )
1 0 -2
1 9 8 6 N J A C  C H A M P IO N S  
N C A A  P L A Y O F F S  (1 -1 )
1 0 -2
1 9 8 7 N J A C  2 n d  P la c e 8 -2
1 9 8 8 N J A C  2 n d  P la c e 8 -2
1 9 8 9 N J A C  C h a m p io n s  
N C A A  P la y o ffs  (1 -1 )
9 -2 -1
1 9 9 0 N J A C  3 rd  P la c e 7 -3
1 9 9 1 N J A C  5h  P la c e 5 -5
1 9 9 2 N J A C  2 n d  P la c e 6 -3
1 9 9 3 E C  A C  S o u th w e s t C h a m p io n s
N J A C  3 rd  P la c e 7 -3
1 9 9 4 N J A C  4 th  P la c e 4 -6
1 9 9 5 N J A C  4 th  p la c e 3 -6
1 9 9 6 N J A C  4 th  P la c e 4 -6
1 9 9 7 N J A C  3 rd  P la c e 6 -4
1 9 9 8 E C  A C  S o u th w e s t C h a m p io n s
N J A C  3 rd  P la c e 8 -3
1 9 9 9 N J A C  C h a m p io n s  
N C A A  P la y o ffs  (2 -1 )
9 -2
Totals: O v e ra ll: 1 1 6 -5 6 -2  ( .6 2 5 )
\ ___________ N J A C : 7 0 -2 5 -0  ( .7 3 6 )  )
1999 National Crime Prevention Council
Her universe is about 
to explode
Maria's friends were headed for 
trouble, and her mom knew Maria 
wasn't far behind. Today Maria's 
got better friends, better grades, 
a positive attitude, and trouble is 
light years away.
W hat happened?
You happened!
Someone like you helped Maria's 
mom find a parenting sk ills  
program where she learned more 
effective ways to communicate 
with her daughter. Now. they're 
partners and their destination is 
a great future.
L E S S  CRffVIE IS  
NO  A C C ID E N T
It takes you—  
and programs that work.
Call 1-800-WE PREVENT and we'll 
send you a free booklet on how 
you and your community can keep 
kids away from crime and crime 
away from kidSi
O ur Solar System
m
A  "v:';-#
TAKE A BITE OUT OT
opponents. There was no real commu'nica- 
.tion between the team members, and it 
showed as they had lapses on defense. 
They had no real patience and they were 
unsure of themselves. Many times they found 
themselves out of position and were flagged
for being 
off-sides 
as they 
p a s s e d  
the ba ll 
ahead of
their teammate. Other times they tried to 
do too much by themselves and ended up 
losing possession of the ball.
O ve r the weekend, MSU played 
completely different the opposite on the 
field as they won the Oki Soccer Classic in 
North Catdtoa. Posting victories over 
N.C. Wesleyan, 2-1, and over Methodist,
1-0, the 
following 
d a y ,  
M S U  
was able 
to main­
tain their style and mentality miles away 
from home and their usual competition.
is
Montclair State 1
Methodist 0________________y
M ontc la ir State B
N.C. Wesleyan 1
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what turned to be the. game winner as 
senior co-captain Gina Olilo aided with 
the assist. Also during the second half, 
Gillo acquired a defensive save to help 
keep the momentum on MSU s side.
Less than ten minutes later, junior Janel 
Bertini passed the ball to junior co-captain 
Alison Bonivita. who shot thè ball into 
the cage. Popes ended up tapping the 
ball in and scoring her second goal of 
the game.
The team advanced to another win 
and upped their record to 4-0. Freshman 
goalkeeper Trisha Winkle had five saves on 
the game to help the Red Hawks maintain
t h e i r  
u n d e ­
fe a te d  
season.
Sat­
u rd a y , 
the Red 
Hawks
played a home game against New Jersey 
Athletic Conference opponent and one of 
their fiercest rivals Rowan University (4-0). 
The game was hard fought, yet the team 
could not manage a goal and ended up 
falling to Rowan, 2-0.
In the first half, Rowan scored twice, 
rending the Red Hawk team.
At the start of the second half, however, 
MSU was rejuvenated and mustered up 
as much as they could. With 25:17 left 
in the second half, a penalty stroke was 
called and freshman goalkeeper Winkle
dove for 
the save. 
But Win­
kles’ 19 
s a v e s  
d u r i n g -  
t h e 
g a m e ,
and a save by junior Alison Bellino, weren't 
enough to prevent Rowan from handing 
MSU the first loss of the season. MSU was 
forced to face their first loss of the season, 
leaving them with a record of 4-1.
Parents Day was Sunday for the 
team and after having faced Rowan the 
previous day, the hand at task would 
prove nothing to laugh about. Facing 
a tough opponent in Division II Franklin 
Pierce College of Massachusetts, MSU 
started out the game strong. They put 
up the first goal quickly as they set out. 
Within the first three minutes of the first 
half, sophomore Melissa Herbert hooked 
up with another fellow sophomore, Jamie 
Donato, for the early goai.
However, with 30  minutes left on 
the clock, a penalty stroke was called.
Although 
W i n k l e  
dove for 
t h e 
speeding 
flick, she 
was not
fast enough to prevent the goal By the 
end of the second half there were two 
more goals in the cage, and another goal 
was added due to a penalty stroke. The 
game was not over yet for the fighting 
Red Hawks. Bertini passed the ball to 
Bonivita on a perfectly played corner. 
But it was too little too late as the game 
ended with a final score of 4-2. in favor 
of Franklin Pierce.
Winkle tallied nine saves for the game 
and Gillo another defensive save. The 
Red Hawks dropped their record to 4-2 
and must wait until Tuesday, September 
2Ó, to find themselves back on the 
winning track.
Franklin Pierce 4
Montclair State 2
Rowan
Montclair State
Montclair State 3
Eastern Connecticut 1 
_______________ ___________ y
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Draw Short Slump
on a penalty shot. Bloomfield’s goalie, 
however, was able to anticipate the shot 
and blocked Stroz’s kick to the lower left 
side of the goal. Stroz was fouled in the 
penalty box, but was unable to capitalize 
on the chance.
The Red Hawks also had another 
opportunity in the second overtime when 
a rebound attempt by Mark Sa’s hit the 
crossbar.
“We played to the opponents level. 
We are a lot better then this. We just 
didn't capitalize on the opportunities that 
we had," said Alex Luna, who had five 
saves in the game.
“We had possession longer then they 
did. We had lot of opportunities but the 
desire was not there at all. There isn’t 
much you can do if you don't have the 
desire," said Coach Rob Chesney.
Coach Chesney was right because the 
Red Hawks held a 28 to 11 advantage on 
goal shots. They also held the advantage 
on corner kicks.
It seemed the Red Hawks were not 
all there. They had many opportunities 
to score but they just fell short. It is as if 
the Red Hawks were looking past their
C o n tin u e d  from  p. 32
Although the team didn't showed any 
intensity against Bloomfield, MSU remains 
undefeated at 4-0-2, and look to bounce 
back against Richard Stockton College 
this Saturday at 1:00 p.m. right here at 
Sprague Field.
M ik e  W o e s s n e r  lo o k s  to  m a k e  
a  p la y .
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Red Hawks Getting Ready to Take the Ice
ByMikeHalper
StaffWriter
The sparkle of a new facility, in this 
case the Floyd Hall Ice Arena, only goes so 
far. The exterior of the building is pristine, 
as are the lobby and the spectator area 
on the second floor. But an ice rink, no 
matter how new, is a place of blood, 
sweat, and tears.
Standing in the lobby, the eyes are 
assaulted by the bright crimson identified 
with Montclair State University, the paint 
not yet having had a chance to fade and 
crack. The nose picks up the unmistakable 
scents of hot dogs and pretzels, cooking on 
the gleaming silver of new steel equipment 
at' the snack bar. The entire setting gives 
off an aura of newness, impossible to 
miss.
When the double-doors into one of the 
twin rinks are opened, the mood changes. 
After two years of hockey, the rinks of 
Floyd Hall are, in many ways, much like any 
other. The foul odor of hard work replaces 
the aroma of snack foods; stale sweat 
heavy in the air, occasionally carrying the 
metallic tinge of spilled blood. The boards, 
an unmarked white just a few short years 
ago, are now dinged up and covered 
with black smudges left by ricocheting 
bodies and pucks.
This is where Head Coach Matthew 
Maniscalco s warriors go to work.
This is where Red Hawk Hockey lives.
In its first two years of existence, the 
MSU hockey club has set high standards for 
itself. Last year, the Red Hawks advanced 
to the semi-finals in both the Mid-Atlantic 
C o lle g ia te  Hockey Associa tion  and 
the M e tro p o lita n  C o lleg ia te  Hockey 
Conference after finishing the season 
thirteen games over .500 with a record 
of 23-10-2.
This year, the Red Hawks will be leaving 
the M C H C  and entering the American 
Collegiate Hockey Association’s Division 
2, where stiffer competition awaits. MSU 
enters this season with their core mostly 
intact after losing only four major players 
from last season. Jared Waimon, who 
was recognized as the top goa lie  in 
the M-ACHA, has moved on to Sacred 
Heart, an NCAA Division I program; A.J. 
G iacobbe also left the program for a 
better opportunity, going to the University 
of Delaware, a member of the ACHA's 
Division 1. Randy Brookes, one of last 
year's captains, was lost to graduation, as 
was defenseman Trevor O'Donnell. *
This year's captains w ill be James
Latham and Frank Barone, both seniors 
who lead in the locker room and on the 
ice. Latham has the ability to break 
away from the defense and matches up 
well against any goalie in a one-on-one 
situation, and Barone uses his speed to 
break up the opponents’ rhythm, as well 
as to get the puck up-ice in a hurry.
Another key returning player is Kevin 
Micek, a lefty from Bayonne who missed 
the second half of last season due to an 
ankle injury. The sophomore, who was 
named the M -A C H A ’s Most Valuable 
Player after posting 21 goals and 1 1 
assists in ten games, will be reunited 
with Dave Bodson, M icek’s high school 
linemate with the Bayonne Bees. Coach 
Maniscalco will pair the two together this 
year, and hopes the duo will provide the 
expected offensive fireworks.
Anchoring the defense will be the 
lone returning defenseman, sophomore 
Eddie Caldwell, a big man with a fierce 
competitive streak and the ability to jump 
in on the rush. Joining him in the back 
will be Anthony Rossillo, who provided 
a hefty helping of offensive ejectricity 
last year by consistently blowing past, or 
through, defenders on his way to the 
net. Rossillo will be making the transition 
from forward to defenseman to make 
up for the lack of experience at the 
blue line.
In goal, Rob Martinez will be returning 
after sharing time with Waimon last year, 
backed up by Nick Trawinski, a transfer 
from Suffolk College in Massachusetts. 
Rounding out the returning class are 
Nick Casbar, Justin Kaufman, and John 
Baumgartner, all forwards whom played 
regularly last semester.
Joining the team this year will be 
Vinnie Vulcanoe, a 6 ’2, 210 lbs. transfer 
from the County College of M orris. 
Vulcanoe is expected to help out at the 
blue line, giving the Red Hawks some 
extra size on defense. From the Christian 
Brothers Academy High School comes 
Adam Lepore, and Ryan Trott joins the 
program from Hudson Catholic High 
School, where he had an MVP season 
last year. Brett Sopko hails from Bergen 
Catholic, which finished as one of the top 
five schools in New Jersey last year.
H e lp ing out C oach M an isca lco  
this season w ill be Taylor Berkowitz, 
coordinating the offense, Steve Lanzo, 
coordinating the defense, and Andrew 
Berry, assisting on the defensive side. 
Another addition to the coaching staff 
is M arine Corps Sergeant Jason Rios, 
who will be keeping the team in shape 
through physical training.
The Red Hawks will be playing their
Looking for something fun and different this semester? We have full & part time opportunities that 
are always fresh & exciting! Be a valuable member of our team & earn some extra money for all the
necessities of college life!
-NOW HIRING -
Food & Cocktail Servers •  Host/Hostess •  Bussers 
Bartenders •  Line Cooks •  Prep Cooks •  Dishwashers
Apply in person at the CHEVYS location nearest you:
LAWRENCEVILLE •  250 Mercer Mall •  609-452-7070 
PARSIPPANY •  1900 West Route 10 •  973-644-2660
Apply online at our website www.chevysjobs.com 
Equal Opportunity Employer
first preseason game against Seton Hall 
University on September 27 in Floyd Hall 
at 10:40 p.m. The regular season begins 
the follow ing Wednesday, O ctober 4, 
at home against Princeton University at 
9:10 p.m.
Sgt. Rios made this group's goals clear
Pt the first team meeting with a simple 
message, a message that one would 
expect from a member of the United States 
Marine Corps.
“Look at yourselves as warriors... They 
are the enemy... We WILL defeat the 
enemy."
\
SPONSORED BY THE MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
2000 SPRING SEMESTER
OPEN TO ALL MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY 
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF.
FREE OF CHARGE!
CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS FROM THE UNIVERSI TY POLICE DEPARTMENT!
CLASSES MEET MONDAYS, 6:30PM TO 8PM.
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 18™ AND RUN THROUGH NOVEMBER
LOCATION: RUSS HALL, KOPS LOUNGE
PRE-REGISTM  TION IS  PREFERED
COMPLETE AND RETURN THE FORM BELOW TO:
Coach M atthew  M aniscalco p reach es  the X ’s an d  O ’s o f hockey.
MONTCLAIR STATE UNVERSITY POLICE AND SECURITY 
ATTN: Lt. PAUL CELL 
(973) 655-5222
NAME.......................................... -________________  E-MAIL _
ADDRESS_____________________________ ________ PHONE»
V
mus ici air sta if: university polio. and sut rity di-par i mps i
F R E S H  M E X
Women 
Keeping in 
Stride
Im proved  R ecord  B eh ind  
th e  C o a lk e e p in g  o f  
Sophom ore
By Mike Sanchez
Sports Editor
AASU's wom en’s soccer team had a 
great showing this past weekend, going 
undefeated to capture the University of 
Redlands Tournament Bulldog Invitational 
in California.
The West Coast trip started on Saturday 
with a brilliant match up o f goaltenders, 
Sophomore Stephanie Romanko of MSU 
and her Puget Sound counterpart dueled to 
a scoreless tie. Puget Sound ranks 12th in 
the nation in Division III field hockey so the 
scoreless tie proved much to the Red Hawk 
team. Romanko resembled a concrete wall 
as she made 10 saves in one of her best 
performances of the young season.
The sophomore goalie has not been 
scored on since the first game of the season, 
which was on September 2, when Lynchburg 
scored twice in the first half of the game. 
Since then, Romanko has posted over 345 
minutes of scoreless soccer, which of course, 
has aided the team to a winning record 
of 2- 1- 1.
The following day it was back to work 
for MSU as they faced Baldwin Wallace 
which offered a no contest. Unlike the first 
game of the tournament, the Red Hawks put 
them away easily and early when M arie  
PlaskelJ had what turned out to be the game- 
winner when she scored her first goal four 
minutes into the game. The Red Hawks then 
went on to pile up the score as the victory 
showed great team effort. Sophomore 
Stephanie Santos, senior M agg ie  Findlay, 
senior Plaskett and freshman Christin Weber 
each chipped in with two goals to help the 
Red Hawks.
Senior Nicole Coplan and freshman Jillian 
Delia also added goals of their own.
Santos also aided in an assist as did 
senior Tara Wisz and freshman M ichele 
Comito.
In total, MSU blasted the opposition by 
setting a MSU single-game record with 
an amazing 46 shots on net, cashing in 
on ten.
And while the MSU offense was blasting 
away shot after shot at the Baldwin Wallace 
goalie, Romanko was again solid in goal, 
stopping five shots for her third shutout of 
the year.
But credit also has to given to the defense 
only allowing five shots as opposed to the 
Baldwin Wallace defense which allowed 46 
shots, ten getting by their goalie. Closing 
the open lanes and countering the , the 
defense has also been a big part of the 
team’s early success.
Riding Romanko’s scoreless streak and the 
hot defense, MSU's season should develop 
on the quick heels of a team that not only 
boasts a hard-to-break defense, but also a 
team that can put up points and continue to 
exploit another team's weakness.
Next up for the Red Hawks is an 
im portant conference game at Richard 
Stockton this Saturday.
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A C T I O N
FOOTB A L L
Sat. 16 @ Delware Valley 
1 pm
MEN'S SOCCER
Sat. 16 vs. Richard Stockton* 
1 pm
W ed. 20 @ Rutgers-Newark* 
6:30 pm
W OMEN'S SOCCER
Sat. 16 @ Richard Stockton* 
1 pm
Wed. 20 vs. Rutgers-Newark* 
8 pm
FIELD-HOC KEY
Thurs. 14 @ Cabrini 
4 pm
VOLLEYBALL
Thurs. 14 @ SUNY-NewPaltz 
7 pm
Sat. 16 @ Richard Stockton 
Tournament 
10 am
Tues. 19 vs Rowan*
7 pm
W OMEN'S T ENNIS
Thrus. 14 @ Caldwell 
3:30 pm
Sat. 16 @ Kutztown 
TBA
Tues 19 vs. College o f NJ 
3 pm
player of the week
Sophomore Goalkeeper 
Hometown: North Brunswick, N J
Romanko posts a streak o f over 34 5 minutes 
o f not letting the opposition score. H er 120 min­
utes o f shutting out 12th ranked Puget Sound 
helped M S U  hold on to a scoreless tie.
h o n o r a b l e  m e n t i o n
Mike Woessner
Freshmen Midfielder
Hometown: Wycoff, NJ
W o e s s n e r  s c o re d  tw o  o f  
th e  th re e  g o a ls  fo r  M S U  
d u r in g  th e  tw o -g a m e  w e e k e n d  
to u rn a m e n t in  N o r th  C a ro lin a  
to  h e lp  c a p tu re  th e  cup .
MEN’S/WOMEN’S 
CROSS COUNTRY
Sat. 16 @ Vassar College 
11 am
R E S U L T S
M en's S occer
919 - M S U  2, N.C. W esleyan 1# 
9110- M S U  1, M ethod ist 0#
9113- B loom fie ld  0, M S U  0
W om en's S occer
919 Univ. o f  P uget Sound 0, M S U  0 "  
9110 B ladw in W allace 0, M SU  1 0 "
F ie ld  Hockey
917 M SU 3, ECSC  1 
919 Rowan 2, M S U  0 ‘
9110 Franklin  P ierce 4, M S U  2
Volleyball
9/7  - Union 3, M SU  1#
919 - D ’Youville 0, M S U  3#
SUNY-Genesso 2, M S U  3 M  
W illiam  Paterson 3, M S U  J## 
9112 M SU  2, N JC U  O'
W om en's Tennis
9112 M S U  5, D rew  4
* New  Jersey Athletic Conference Contests 
**  Univ. o f  R edlands Tournam ent 
#  O ki S occe r C lassic a t Fayetteville, N C  
# #  Vassar Tournam ent a t P oughkeepsie , N Y
Stehanie Santos 
Sophomore Forward
Hometown: East Hanover, NJ
S a n to s  s c o re d  tw o  g o a ls  
a n d  h a d  o n e  a s s is t  d u r in g  
M S U ’s  1 0 -0  ro m p e d  o f f  B a ld ­
w in  W a lla c e .
o Maggie Findlay
O Senior Midfielder
O Hometown: Berkeley Hts.
1/1 F in d la y  s c o re s  a n o th e r
tw o  g o a ls  a d d in g  to  h e r  te a m  
h ig h , s ix  g o a ls , fo r  th e  y e a r  a s  
s h e  h e lp s  h e r  te a m  w in .
Laura Popes 
Junior Attack
Hometown: Long Branch, NJ
P o p e s  s c o re d  tw o  g o a ls  
in  th e  te a m s  o n ly  w in  o v e r  th e  
w e e k  a g a in s t  E a s te rn  C o n ­
n e c t ic u t  3 -1 .
____________J
Soccer Team Manages 
Draw; Remains Undefeated
Field Hockey 
Drops Two
M ark S a ’s vain attem pt to win the g am e hits the crossbar 
during the second overtim e.
By Pius R. Essandoh III
StaffW riter
Horrible, ugly, uninspired Just 
a few  o f the words you can 
use to describe the play of the 
soccer match between MSU and 
Bloomfield College Wednesday 
afternoon at Pittser Field.
The double overtime game 
was heartbreaking as MSU tossed 
away two chances at wining 
the game. The end result was a 
scoreless draw.
H eartbreaking due to the 
two big opportunities to win the
gam e, 
M S U  
fell flat 
fa ilin g  
to take 
advan­
tage of the one scoring chance 
during regulation and another 
unlucky scoring chance in the 
second overtime.
Bloomfield College 0
M o n tc la ir  S ta te  0
S ee "DRAW" o n  p. 29
Levine to tie the game.
At the start of the second half, 
the Red Hawks did not hesitate as 
with 26:19 left ir^the 35 minute 
half, junior Laura Popes scored
See "SHORT SLUMP" ON P. 2 9
season up to 
Eastern Connect­
icut University. 
The Red Hawks 
played a fierce 
game through the 
first half until the 
Warriors of ECU 
scored with 9:42 
left in the first 
half.
The Red 
Hawks answered 
back though with 
1:20 left on the 
clock when soph­
omore Alyssa 
Parisi scored with 
an assist from 
freshman Sarah
MIKE HALPER / THE MONTCLARION
G in a  G illo  fa lls  a s  M S U  fo u n d  
them selves stum bling a long side her  
dropping two over the weekend.
By Meredith Quick
StaffW riter
The Red Hawks started off 
an early weekend on Thursday 
September 7, as 
they took their 
u n d e f e a t e d
Are you Ready for Some Football?
MSU Prepares to Defend Their NJCA Division Title
KEVIN P. HANCOCK /THE MONTCLARION
A f te r  s o a r in g  th ro u g h  th e  1 9 9 9  s e a s o n ,  th e  R e d  H a w k s  
h o p e  to  c a tc h  th e  s a m e  m a g ic  f ro m  la s t  y e a r s  r u n  th a t  
e a r n e d  th e m  th e  N J A C  C h a m p io n s h ip .
By Eli Gelman
Assistant Sports Editor
It’s that time of year again 
for the N ew  Jersey A tlan tic  
Conference Champion MSU Red 
Hawks football team. Coming 
off a record-breaking year, the 
Red Hawks begin the defense of 
their championship this weekend 
against Delaware Valley and the 
season opener could not have 
come at a better time.
“When you lose the last game, 
it always leaves a bitter taste in 
your mouth, says Coach Gianc- 
ola of the 4 2 -13 loss to Rowan 
that eliminated them from the 
2000 NCAA Division III playoffs. 
“You dont get over the. Rowan 
loss. You hope that you can get 
into the next game as soon as 
possible, and because it hap­
pened to be the last contest it’s 
a long, long wait.
"We put too much pressure 
on ourselves in that game. The 
guys were so intent on trying to 
prove that the first victory against 
Rowan wasnt a fluke, and the 
harder we tried, the worse we 
made things for ourselves."
The pressure of that game 
pales in comparison to that which 
falls on the team this year. It won't 
be the same team that last year
bowed out in the quarterfinals 
to Rowan - not by any stretch of 
the imagination.
The focus of Kenny Ford is 
gone as is the pure talent of Ron 
Lewis. Jon Kuzorq has gone on to 
play with the New York Giants 
and senior tightend, Dan Rella, 
may be the toughest to replace 
since his performance was so 
outstanding at tightend.
"We had those guys in the 
lineup for three years and that’s 
the goal of all coaches. If you look 
at our records when they were 
here, we got better because they 
matured and they grew within 
the program, says Giancola. 
“You want to have a program 
where guys go through it.
"They become freshman scout 
team guys then go to sophomore 
year and do special teams work 
They may even start junior year, 
and then they go to senior year 
with the experience that they've 
gained and if you can have 
12-15 of those kind of guys it 
makes that year an incredible 
one
This years team has a whole 
different makeup. To go along 
with the absence of many seniors, 
five players from last years team 
are ineligible.
Three would have been defi- 
nite starters in defensive lineman. 
See “ REPEAT?" o n  P .2 7
r \
MSU Football
s e a s o n  a t - a - g l a n c e
SEPTEMBER •
Sat. 16 @ Delaware Valley 1:00 pm
Sat. 23 @ Iona College 1:00 pm
Sat. 30 CORTLAND STATE 1:30 pm '
October
Sat. 7 §  Kean University’ 7:00 pm
Sat. 14 WM. PATERSON* 7:00 pm
Sat. 21 @ Buffalo State 1:00 pm
Sat. 28 COLLEGE OF NJ* 7:00 pm
November
Sat. 4 @ New Jerey City’ 1:00 pm
Sat. 11 ROWAN* 1:30 pm
. 1 9 9 9  s e a s o n
SEPTEMBER
Sat. 11 @ Cortland State W 41-16
Sat. 25 §  Brockport State W 30-15
October
Sat. 9 KEAN UNIVERSITY* W63-7
Sal. 16 @ WM Paterson* W 41-21
Sat. 23 WESTERN CONN. L 13-27
Sat. 30 @ College of NJ’ W19-13
November
Sat. 6 NEW JERSEY CITY* W 38-17
Sat. 13 @ Rowan University W 28-24
Sat. 20 BUFFALO STATE# W 37-34
Sat. 27 @ Western Conn J W 32-24
December
Sat. 4 ROWAN UNIVERSITY# L 13-42
■ New Jersey Athletic Contests
A NCAA Divsion III Playofl Game
1 J
